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Ukraine's leaders react prudently
Shake-up in Kuchma administration
to results of Russian Duma elections has politicians and media all abuzz

KYIV - Two more deputies were
elected to the Ukrainian Supreme
Council on December 17, bringing the
total number of lawmakers in the
Parliament to 413, said Ivan Yemets,
chairman of the Central Electoral
Commission on December 18.
Serhiy Slobodianiuk, 30, deputy chairman of the Uzhhorod City Council, who
ran as an independent in the city of
Uzhhorod, Zakarpattia region, won 68.5

Commission in Moscow show that the
Communist Party of Russia, under the
leadership of Gennadi Zyuganov, got
over 21 percent of the vote, followed by
Vladimir Zhirinovsky's Liberal
Democratic Party with 10.89 percent.
Our Home is Russia, the centristdemocratic movement led by Prime
Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, received
9.98 percent of the vote and the reform
party Yabloko, led by Grigori Yavlinsky,
got 7.27 percent.
Several other parties had more than 4
percent and were hoping that by the time
the final count was in, they would reach
the 5 percent threshold needed to make it
into the Parliament.
Ukrainian President Leonid Kuchma
told Interfax-Ukraine he is confident that
the course of the Russian leadership
would remain unchanged after the State
Duma elections. He pointed out that
Boris Yeltsin is the president of Russia
and, thus, is the guarantor of its reform
program.
President Kuchma said he was not surprised with the returns, since Russian
sociologists had predicted as much. He
added, however, that he personally
thought Our Home is Russia would fare
better. Commenting in an interview with
Interfax-Ukraine, Mr. Kuchma said he
did not expect the alignment of political
forces in Russia to change.

(Continued on page 18)

(Continued on page 16)

by Marta Kolomayets
Kyiv Press Bureau

KYIV - Ukraine's democratic leaders
have been reserved - even prudent - in
passing judgment regarding the outcome
of Russian parliamentary elections held a
week ago, on December 17, and their
impact on Ukrainian-Russian relations.
"The situation is being carefully analyzed," said Yuriy Sergeyev, head of the
information department of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, on December 19.
Reports from the Central Electoral

Two more deputies
elected in Ukraine
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyiv Press Bureau

by Marta Kolomayets
Kyiv Press Bureau

KYIV - A shake-up in President
Leonid Kuchma's administration has
politicians talking about trouble at headquarters and the local media conjuring up
images of war between the president and
the prime minister.
"The latest reshuffle in the presidential
administration has no political implications," said Dmytro Markov, the president's press secretary, on December 20,
as he introduced Volodymyr Kuznetsov,

the new first aide to President Kuchma,
to journalists at a regular press briefing.
He called the personnel change a "routine reshuffle" in the administration.
News of the dismissal of Oleksander
Razumkov, President Kuchma's top aide,
and the subsequent resignation of two
advisers, Anatoliy Halchynsky (macroeconomics) and Dmytro Vydryn (domestic policy), on December 19 has spread
like wildfire and has been the main topic
of conversation in the hallways of the
(Continued on page 20)

Ukraine signs Chornobyl deal with G-7
by Christopher Guly
OTTAWA - The Ukrainian government will receive a little more than half
the money needed to close the Chornobyl
nuclear power station, dispose of tons of
radioactive waste from 1,000 dumps,
clean up the surrounding area and provide new sources of electricity for
Ukraine now that it has signed a G-7 deal
in Ottawa.
Ukraine's Environment Minister
Yuriy Kostenko on December 20 signed
a memorandum of understanding and aid
package with the Group of Seven that
will give Ukraine $2.3 billion (U.S.) in
compensation and assistance to close the
Chornobyl site by the year 2000.

Ukrainian officials estimate that $4 billion will be needed.
The international aid deal includes
$498 million in grants and $1.8 billion in
loans to Kyiv. The loans will help find
new sources of electric power for
Ukraine, including coal-fired generating
stations and two new nuclear power
plants at Khmelnytsky and Rivne that are
nearly constructed.
Mr. Kostenko said both plants are considered safe by international standards.
The G-7 is composed of Canada, the
United States, Britain, France, Germany,
Italy and Japan. This year Canada has
served as the organization's chair.
(Continued on page 12)
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ANALYSIS: Ethnic economics, or,
is a "Ukrainian model" possible?
by Volodymyr Zviglyanich
In October 1994, President Leonid
Kuchma outlined in Parliament his program of radical economic reforms in
Ukraine. This program was unanimously
supported both by Western governments
and international financial institutions, such
as the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank (WB), whose recipes
fpr economic transformation of totalitarian
economic models into market-based ones
constituted the ideological underpinning of
Mr. Kuchma's program. The Western
political establishment praised President
Kuchma for his bold economic reform program and Ukraine's accession to the NPT.
The essence of the "great turn"
Within less than a year, the ideology
and strategy of economic reforms in
Ukraine has experienced a dramatic
change from the scientifically calculated
rules and laws of economic transformation
valid for any country to "ethnic economics" that make economics dependent on
the peculiarities of national development.
The first reference to ethnic economics
first found may be found in a statement by
Prime Minister Yevhen Marchuk at a
nationwide conference of leading economists in Kyiv on September 15. He stated
that the "so-called market blitzkrieg intended to generate and accelerate self-regulated
economic processes by using the laws of a
classic market economy, turned out to be
premature." Ukraine should find its own
model of market reforms in order to bridge
the gap dividing it from developed market
democracies, he noted.
Ethnic economics stresses the particular strength of the nation, historical traditions and mentality of the people rather
than scientifically corroborated rules of
the economic game. Thus, the implementation of economic reform, according to
Mr. Marchuk, should rest on the foundation of traditional fundamentals in the
life of the public at large.
Ethnic economics presupposes, as Kir.
Kuchma stressed at the same conference,
an "establishment of a state-regulated,
socially oriented market economy." The
combination of the Ukrainian national
psyche, spirit and traditions with the
increasing involvement of the state in the
economic life of society constitutes the
essence of this recent reconsideration of
Ukraine's economic strategy.
The Ukrainian establishment is not alone
in tfie drive to challenge the universality of
methods promoted by the IMF and WB philosophy. They always have been the
beloved target of some scholars and politicians, particularly those from "third world"
countries who4xmsidered them a manifestation of "economic imperialism" that rejects
the creative potential of indigenous development and reflects the power struggle
between the pro-Western and conservative
elements in these countries.
What were the stages of this turn in
Ukraine?
The "monetarist'' stage
The essence of the program of radical
economic reforms proposed by President
Kuchma in October 1994 was creation of
a "socially oriented market economy
which in the end will subordinate all the
activity of its functional structures to the
satisfaction of the material and spiritual
needs of the individual." The goal was to
guide all efforts aimed at creation of a
new society in Ukraine.
Volodymyr Zviglyanich is adjunct professor of East European studies at George
Washington University.

In particular, this model proposed: 1) to
cut all state subsidies and conduct price
liberalization together with financial and
monetary stabilization; 2) to cut government spending and reduce the budget
deficit through establishing limits: 8 percent of the GNP in 1995; 6 percent in 1996
and 4 percent in 1997; 3) to establish a
state debt-servicing market and issue state
bonds, loans and short-term treasury notes
by the end of 1994; 4) to create a system to
auction securities according to their real
market value, taking inflation into account.
A special financial body, the National
Committee on the Open Market, was supposed to be established in 1995 to supervise the equity market.
One of the major reasons for the "correction" of the October 1994 program proposed later by President Kuchma and his
economic advisors was the idea that the
"blind monetarism" allegedly implemented
in Ukraine eliminates the state sector and
diminishes the role of the state in reform.
However, the very number of state bodies designed to supervise the implementation of the October 1994 program disavows
this statement. In particular, the program
presumed the creation of the following
state bodies: an Interdepartmental
Consultative Council on Banks, a State
Commission on Securities, an Interdepartmental Demonopolization Committee, a
State Program for Development of Land
Reforms in Ukraine and a State Program
for Development of the Export Potential of
Ukraine. Therefore, within the presumed
"monetarist" stage of economic reform in
Ukraine there were enough state bodies
capable of supervising the transition to the
market.
What, then, caused the "correction" of
economic reform?
The state of "correction"
In his annual address to the Parliament
on April 4, President Kuchma blamed the
"blind monetarist policy" and indicated that
rapid market transformation of the economy must pursue the creation of an effective
system for social protection of the population and creation of a strong safety net In
reality, this signified a shift of the strategic
priorities of economic reform from radicalism to gradualism and the creation of a
"socially oriented market economy."
Later in June, in his speech in
Uzhhorod, the president stressed the
basic idea of the intended correction of
reforms: instead of 1-2 percent monthly
inflation as was negotiated with the IMF,
it was now proposed to have 4-5 percent.
Anatoliy Halchynsky, the architect of
the October 1994 program and President
Kuchma's advisor on macroeconomics,
cited two models of further development.
The first one presupposes the intensification of the policy of monetary-financial
stabilization, introducing a self-reproduction mechanism in the economy, i.e, monetarism in its pure form. This model effectively eliminates enterprises of the military-industrial complex, first and foremost
Pivdenmash, the world's biggest producer
of nuclear missiles (headed by Mr.
Kuchma before his accession to politics).
With the aim of providing state protection and support for enterprises of the military-industrial complex and other mammoths of the "socialist industry," the second model, that of "moderate inflation"
development, was chosen. It constitutes
the foundation of a "mixed," rather than
pure market economy, and paves the way
for a "Ukrainian model of economy."
There are three possible reasons for
these economic corrections.
First, the government failed to create

Communists hold lead as count continues
MOSCOW — With 65 percent of the
vote counted, Gennadi Z y u g a n o v ' s
Communist Party of the Russian Federation
(KPRF) has won 22.3 percent of the vote on
the party list, twice as much as its nearest
competitor, the Liberal Democratic Party of
Russia, which received 10.9 percent,
Russian and Western media reported on
December 19. The only other parties to
break the 5 percent barrier were Our Home
is Russia (9.6 percent) and Yabloko (7.6
percent). Mr. Zyuganov said the KPRF
would form a shadow government in
Parliament and propose a "realistic" economic program. He said his party will
decide next month whether to nominate him
for the presidency. (OMRI Daily Digest)
Ukrainian foreign affairs update
KYIV — Ukrainian Prime Minister
Yevhen Marchuk and his Belarusian counterpart, Mikhail Chyhir, signed four agreements on December 14: on protection of
investments; pensions and civil guarantees
to citizens working and living in the other
country; border controls; and cooperation
with youth groups, Belarusian Radio
reported that day. Radio Rosiyi reported on
December 17 that Russian President Boris

Yeltsin has reiterated he will visit Ukraine
only once the treaty on friendship and
cooperation is fully drafted. Meanwhile,
Ukrainian President Leonid Kuchma said
in London on December 15 that he did not
expect any changes in Russian policy
toward Ukraine, despite parliamentary
elections, as long as President Yeltsin
remained in power. (OMRI Daily Digest)
Ukrainian land reform is sluggish
KYIV — Officials from the State
Property Fund, the agency in charge of privatization, say that less than a third of the
collective and state farms slated for privatization this year have been transferred to
private hands, the Eastern Economist Daily
reported on December 12. Of the 3,690
farms scheduled to be handed over to their
employee collectives, only 1,071 had completed the process by December 1. The
officials say farm privatization has been
most successful in the Vinnytsia, Poltava
and Odessa oblasts. They claim local
authorities have been most resistant in the
Kharkiv, Kherson and Chernivtsi oblasts.
The State Property Fund maintains, however, that it expects the process to be over by
the end of 1996. (OMRI Daily Digest)
(Continued on page 18)

Flu fells 1 million in Ukraine
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyiv Press Bureau
KYIV - Over 1 million of Ukraine's
residents have come down with the flu, and
the virus is reaching epidemic proportions
in the cities of Kyiv, Donetske, Kharkiv,
Chernihiv, Zaporizhzhia, Dnipropetrovske
and Symferopil, Ukraine's Ministry of
Health reported on December 19.
Hardest hit are school children, who
account for over 60 percent of the cases
reported. This high number has prompted
the Ministry of Health to ask schools to
start Christmas break 10 days early, on
December 19, instead of the scheduled
December 29. The break ends January 10.
As of December 20, schools in Kyiv,
Kherson, Khmelnytsky and Donetske
had closed their doors, giving children an
early Christmas present, but sending parents into a panic for the holidays.
According to Liubov Nekrasova,
Ukraine's head sanitary doctor, the epidemic should peak by January 1. It is
expected that more than 15 percent of
Ukraine's 52 million people will come
down with this strain of influenza, whose
origins have not yet been identified.
Symptoms include body and muscle
aches, headache and a high fever (39-40
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degrees C or 102-104 degrees F) for
three to five days.
Anhelyna Moyseyeva, the deputy head
d o c t o r of the Ministry of Health's
Sanitary and Epidemic Control Center,
told The Weekly that the best way to
come to grips with the grippe is to get
plenty of bed rest, take aspirin and drink
fluids, preferably hot drinks with guelder
rose, cranberry or raspberry.
She added that this strain of influenza
is new to Ukraine, perhaps coming from
Johannesburg. However, as early as
October, the Ministry of Health warned
regional centers of the possibility of an
epidemic. These predictions were based
on findings by the World Health
Organization, which reported that the flu
had hit Western Europe, including
Switzerland, Portugal and France this fall.
Two children from the Donetske and
Cherkasy regions have already died from
this flu, reported Kiyevski Vedomosti on
December 20.
A flu epidemic swept Moscow earlier
this month, when about 338,000 people,
including about 200,000 children, caught
the flu. Schools were closed down and a
quarantine had been declared in hospitals
and clinics.
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INTERVIEW: Bohdan Hawrylyshyn, a major player in the Ukrainian renaissance
by Roman Woronowycz
This is the second of a two-part series on noted scholar
Dr. Bohdan Hawrylyshyn, one of the true movers and
shakers in contemporary Ukraine. Dr. Hawrylyshyn chairs
various organization in Ukraine and in Switzerland,
among them the International Renaissance Foundation of
Ukraine, which is part of the Soros Foundations; the
International Management Institute and the Council of
Advisors to the Presidium of the Parliament of Ukraine. In
addition he sits on the American-Ukrainian Advisory
Committee, a distinguished body of statesmen, politicians,
businessmen and international experts established in 1993
by the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a
public policy institute in Washington. Zbigniew Brzezinski
chairs the advisory committee.
Last week Mr. Hawrylyshyn discussed the work of the
advisory committee and his thoughts on the current
state of market reform in Ukraine. This week he talks
about the work of the International Management
Institute and the International Renaissance Foundation.
CONCLUSION
Dr. Hawrylyshyn, you mentioned earlier that on
November 29 the International Management
Institute met to review its work of the last five years.
What were some of the themes? Was this a general
meeting, or a comprehensive review?
We were reviewing what are the accomplishments,
what we should continue, what we should change. The
main accomplishment so far has been the education of
good people in post- experience, post-university MBA programs, full-time. We have graduated some 250 people in
that time and will graduate another 65 on December 16.
We needed to review, however, whether we are having enough impact in Ukraine. One of the interesting
elements has been that these MBA students do consulting projects for Western European firms, who are interested in investing or doing business with Ukraine. They
travel to corporate headquarters, get their mandate, do
feasibility studies, prepare recommendations and sometimes even get hired by these companies. This is a
unique element of that MBA program.
We reviewed and decided that we also have to reach
out to board members [of Ukrainian corporations]. As
companies get transformed in Ukraine, they have to create boards of directors, whether a two-tier structure as in
Germany or unitary as in the Anglo-Saxon world. We
have to educate people on how to make the boards function. We have to re-educate the heads of enterprises as
to how to create corporate strategies.
So we will continue the MBA program; in fact ,we will
expand it, but also launch programs for top executives.
Why was Dubai chosen as the site of the meeting?
One of the board members of the International
Management Institute in Kyiv, a former Swedish student of mine from IMI-Geneva, has a petroleum company in Dubai. He invited all the board members, half of
whom are from outside of Ukraine, half from within
Ukraine, to the meeting there. Traditionally we have
one meeting per year in Ukraine and one outside. One
of the foreign board members acts as the host and pays
the expenses. That's why this time the choice of an
exotic place — Dubai. The name of the person is
Adolph Lundin. it just so happens that his mother,
though of Austrian origin, was born in Odessa.
How many students, specifically, do you see moving through the IMI program after expansion?
We will be graduating 150-160 MB As from the fulltime day program and the evening two-year program.
We should have 800 or so executives and some government officials going through the school per year. The
duration of the executive programs will vary — one
week, two weeks, four weeks.The number of people
that will go through the school in five years, will clearly
be over 1,000 people per year.
When you talk of increasing output, are you also
talking of increasing associated financing?
Naturally, because we also need expanded facilities. We
have already started to create a new teaching facility. It
will be in the park of the Kyiv Technical University, a historic building, which we are rebuilding to keep its historic
character. It will have two classes for 60 students each for
the MB As, and facilities for our executive programs.
Will thefinancesflow from the Soros Foundations,
which funds the International Management Institute
through the International Renaissance Foundation?
Some. When we started, a number of multinational

Student movement leader Oles Doniy with Dr. Bohdan Hawrylyshyn in 1991.
corporations made financial contributions. We will go
back to some of them, now that we have a very good
record of accomplishments, to keep up with the expansion phase. There are some members of the board who
have already donated money to IMI. But we have also
received almost $3 million in the past from the
European Union for developing this institution.
And I should mention that I did not appeal for financial help from the diaspora because the amounts
involved are quite significant, and it would take a great
deal of searching. Without saying exactly how, after we
knew that we could have an old building for remodeling, it was possible within 24 hours for me to get commitments for $400,000. To help on this scale would be
very difficult for our diaspora.
Where did the money come from, specifically?
Actually it came from three people, two of them, Mr.
Soros and Mr. (George) Chopivsky, and the third one
gave it out of his pocket. It was the same man who invited us to Dubai. I telephoned him late one afternoon, and
before noon the next day $ 100,000 was in our account.
Just recently we received $1 million from USAID to
work together with Carnegie Mellon's School of
Industrial Administration to introduce portfolio management programs in Ukraine.
Will the Carnegie Mellon Institute be organizing
and instituting that program?
Carnegie Mellon has developed parts of this program.
We will be adapting it to the conditions in Ukraine, and
the IMI will be teaching it. We now have an application
with USAID to help with the expansion of the building
and also with associated costs. In the long run we would
intend to have operational costs covered just by tuition
fees because they are fairly high anyway.
In your estimation, what is it that the International
Renaissance Foundation, the "umbrella" group for
Soros-supported programs does that makes it so
essential to establishing civil society in Ukraine?
Rebuilding civil society means encouraging initiatives
by individuals and groups to do things rather than expecting the government to tell them what to do and giving
them the means to do it. That can mean a variety of
things: helping a group of veterans to create a special
association; some actors to create an artistic group; some
artists to make an artistic exhibition; an individual who
wants to create a special educational program for women;
or a group of women who want to create an association.
Our work can be in the educational, cultural, artistic,
political and economic field — support for the publication
of some journal, whether it is political science, economics
or philosophy — so that they would not have to reflect
official points of view but would be entirely independent.
We have helped create an independent media center
out of which grew a number of initiatives, including a
news agency and independent television programs. We
have covered the whole spectrum of activities of what
could be considered normal for a civil society where we
feel that either an institution could be born or a group of
people will carry on interesting and useful work.

Some examples: the foundation supported the creation of a publishing company called Osnovy, which
now publishes a large number of world classics in economics, in political science, in philosophy, etc., which
were not available in Ukrainian. Some are available in
Russian and some not at all.
Osnovy has published some newly authored books.
Ultimately Osnovy's work should be self-sustaining
financially, but given the costs of paper, this is not possible for now. The government does not support such
publications. It is somewhat beyond the traditional
activities of publishing houses. The editors have to
decide which classics are worthy of translation. Some
Western know-how is needed.
We have some special large-scale programs, such as
the transformation of humanities programs. This is done
in cooperation with the Ministry of Education. The purpose is to get texts written in the humanities: in sociology, psychology, anthropology, philosophy, but also history, economics, political science — all the areas of
education that were warped under the Soviet regime.
«We give potential authors small amounts of money to
: submit worthy proposals. Further support is given to
write manuscripts.When they submit the manuscript it
goes to an expert comhiittee, then we decide whether to
publish the books in small editions. When reactions
from professors, students, pupils are good, we publish
the texts in large editions and they become official texts.
This is why we cooperate with the Ministry of
Education. The Ministry of Education, again, is not in a
financially strong enough position to initiate such an undertaking, and the International Renaissance Foundation cannot on its own introduce new textbooks.
In what language are these texts published?
In Ukrainian. There will be a few texts in Russian
specifically designed for the Crimea because it is more
useful to have some texts that are sound in content, let's
say the history of Ukraine, even if they are in Russian,
rather than have as text the Soviet history of Ukraine.
The bulk of the texts, probably over 95 percent, will be
in Ukrainian because that's where the desperate need is.
Retraining of the military is another important area of
our work. Because the armed forces are shrinking. We
have retrained some 20,000 officers for civilian occupations. Quite a few have opted for entrepreneurial activities. They were given loans or a little starting capital and
quite a few have started their own businesses.
Establishing civil society is the key goal, but helping
with the transformation of economic and political
processes is also very important.
How much of the organizational structure involves
people from Ukraine, and how much of it is composed
of people brought to help out in Ukraine?
From the very beginning I thought that the best combination would be one or two outsiders within each organization. Obviously, they had to be people who speak
Ukrainian and professionally competent, so that they
would have the respect of their Ukrainian colleagues.
(Continued on page 14)
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Canadian ambassador speaks of Ukraine "on the edge"
by Andrij Wynnyckyj
Toronto Press Bureau

TORONTO — The Ukrainian community's latest
look at Canada's newly appointed ambassador to
Ukraine, Christopher Westdal, came at a luncheon host
ed by the Canada-Ukraine Chamber of Commerce in the
Sheraton Hotel's Essex Ballroom on December 4.
George Fedchun, the CUCC's president and an execu
tive with ITT Canada, emceed the proceedings.
Since being named as the successor to Francois
Mathys in August, Mr. Westdal, most recently Canada's
envoy to South Africa, has attended briefings, under
gone intensive training in Ukrainian and traveled
throughout Canada to consult with the Ukrainian com
munity.
Since attending the UCC congress in Winnipeg in
October, Ambassador Westdal has met with community
leaders in Regina and Edmonton, and is scheduled to
meet others in Montreal in early December.
The career diplomat is also doing a lot of reading.
"I'm most of the way through Orest Subtelny's impres
sive history," he said. "I've gotten up to the 15th centu
ry ... trying to understand who was doing just what, to
just whom, just when."
Mr. Westdal said he'd been asked to provide a
provocative heading for his talk that afternoon, and
came up with "On the Edge."
As are many career officers of the foreign service, he
appears to be a quick study. "Ukraine is on the edge of
Europe, on the edge of an ancient religious divide," the
diplomat said. "Ukraine has been on the edge of too
many empires," he continued, "and we are all on edge in
anticipation of progress in economic reform that has
been so slow in coming."
Reflecting soberly on the aftermath of the recent ref
erendum on Quebec's sovereignty, Mr. Westdal said:
"We Canadians have fresh cause to be modest in our
foreign relations, including those with Ukraine. We
have learned anew in recent months that history isn't
something that happens to other people.
"We have learned that we are not immune to histo
ry's shocks and dislocations, that we cannot take for
granted our capacity to accommodate diversity and to
sustain our own unity.
"When we assess Ukrainian progress in coping with
economic transformation and institutional rebirth, ...,
coping with problems that make ours look like a com
parative cakewalk, we ought to remember the last three
decades and more of our own ongoing constitutional
drama."
Mr. Westdal expressed gratitude to his Canadian pre
decessors in Kyiv — Francois Mathys and Nestor
Gayowsky — and his counterpart Viktor Batiuk in
Ottawa who, he said, laid the groundwork for solid
bilateral relations.
On a personal note, and in classic Canadian constitu
tional terminology, Mr. Westdal said growing up among
Ukrainians in Saskatchewan and Manitoba made him
"aware of the Ukrainian Canadian fact."
The new appointee said he had "long been aware of the
contribution Ukrainian Canadians have made to this coun
try, and the contribution that'they want Canada to make
now and in the years to come to the success of Ukraine."
Outlining specific areas of experience that have pre
pared hitfTfor his current assignment, Mr. Westdal men
tioned that as Canada's ambassador for disarmament, he
'learned about Ukraine's vital role in the areas of nuclear
non-proliferation and nuclear safety, and worked closely
with the Ukrainian delegation to ensure NPT treaty perma
nence.
"As ambassador to South Africa," he continued, "I
learned something about dramatic political transforma
tion — transformation so sweeping and so profound and
positive as to be labeled miraculous. Something about
the kind of change that confounds skeptics and under
mines cynicism. Something about truth, not retribution,
as the foundation of reconciliation."
Through his work on the U.N. Security Council, Mr.
Westdal asserted, he learned much about how Canada
could help Ukraine in a multilateral framework.
"I can understand the impatience and frustration of
Ukrainians and Ukrainian Canadians, given the slow
pace at which the realization has been dawning, that
Ukraine, so long oppressed, so long the object of unre
lenting efforts to erase its distinctive identity from inter
national awareness, is a large, independent, vitally
important country facing a unique challenge," the
ambassador to Kyiv said.
Mr. Westdal said an understanding of Ukraine's his
tory and current situation are crucial because the coun
try is now on center stage in terms of both European and
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global security. He added that prospects for a secure
space for Ukraine have not been better for centuries.
"All Canadians have a profound interest in those
prospects — an interest in Ukrainian freedom and suc
cess," Mr. Westdal said. "We would have that interest
even if our ranks did not include, as they do, a large and
active Ukrainian community. That fact is good news for
Canadians of Ukrainian origin. It means that our com
mitment to Ukraine is based on basic, enduring national
interest."
Canada's envoy put Ukraine's position among nations
emerging from the Warsaw Pact into perspective.
"Ukraine has a longer race to run than do the neighbors
with whom it is often compared," he said. "It has had to
start from scratch in building a sound national government
in place of the agencies of foreign power of the past."
Mr. Westdal said credit should be given where credit is
due. Although in fits and starts, Ukraine has started on the
road to reform. Elections were held and a democratic
transfer of power was effected. Ukraine's government has
shown exemplary respect for minorities living in the
country, he said, and has skillfully conducted complex
relations with its neighbors, particularly with Russia.
the new ambassador reserved the greatest praise for
Ukraine's accession to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty and hailed recent meetings with Environmental
Protection Minister Yuri у Kostenko in Vienna, which, he
said, pave the way for an agreement on an energy sector
development plan supported by the G-7 and international
institutions. "[This agreement] will enable Ukraine to
close the Chornobyl nuclear station, and thus to heal an
open wound that imposes immense costs, far transcend
ing energy cost calculations, on Ukraine's international
image and thus its prospects," Mr. Westdal said.
Ottawa's envoy to Kyiv underscored the good rela
tions between Canada and Ukraine. "We were the first
Western country to recognize Ukraine, we have worked
hard to ensure Ukraine is prominent on the multilateral
agenda, particularly amid the G-7, but elsewhere as
well. Our relations are not made special by our labeling
them so, they are made special by commitment, trust
and active participation."
Mr. Westdal outlined some of the pacts signed and
initialed in recent months — on most favored nation
trade status, on investment protection agreement, on
economic cooperation and on double taxation.
"We are not destined to be major trading partners for
one another, but that trade has been growing despite the
disincentives of structural anachronisms, policy ambigu
ity and ambivalence, and occasionally administrative
paralysis," he said.
Mr. Westdal chose to deliver a particularly sensitive
message in Ukrainian (showing considerable improve
ment in the two months since his address to the UQC
congress in Winnipeg),
' — ~
He addressed the current political^ situation in
Canada^ and its possible repercussions on relations with
Ub#rte. Grimly, Mr. Westdal pointed out that should
Canadian unity become compromised (that is, should
" Quebec separate), this would result in "painful limita
tions" on Canada's ability to provide any assistance.
Shifting to a more positive note, Mr. Westdal sug
gested that the disillusionment that many Ukrainian
Canadians have experienced in recent years is necessary
and healthy, however uncomfortable. "We cannot build
well on illusions," the ambassador said.
"If ever it was assumed that Ukraine could in a few
years overcome the legacy of centuries of foreign domi
nation, often brutal and ruinously inept economic orga
nization, and emerge on the highlands of free market
democracy — that was an illusion.
"If ever it was assumed that there would not be years
to survive, of political, policy and institutional frailty,
with all its costs in paralysis, waste and corruption —
that was an illusion.
"If ever it was assumed here that Ukrainian origin
was a sufficient, or even a necessary condition for suc
cessful participation in Canada's relations with Ukraine
— that was an illusion. Wfe have learned that Ukrainian
origins might open doors, but they do not close deals.
"If ever it was assumed that Canadians of Ukrainian
origin would throw in the towel, once it became clear
that the going would be rough for awhile ... — that was
an illusion."
"We are better off without all of these illusions," Mr.
Westdal said.
Concluding his address in Ukrainian, the new envoy
said, "I will travel to Ukraine with vision of a strong
country, which is finally able to live in security, in
which there is room for growth, flourishing and the real
ization of the bountiful promises held out by her new
found and priceless freedom."

OBITUARIES

Dmytro Korbutiak, 84,
journalist and editor
SILVER SPRING, Md. — Dmytro Korbutiak, editor,
journalist, community leader and a prominent activist
within the Ukrainian Fraternal Association, died on
November 21 at the age of 84.
Mr. Korbutiak was born in the village of
Kulachkivtsi, in the Kolomyia region of Ukraine, on
October 18, 1911. He emigrated to the United States in
1947, and that year began work as editor-in-chief of the
newspaper Narodna Volya, the organ of the UFA. He
served in that capacity until August 1995, when he
began working for the Voice of America in
Washington.
Mr. Korbutiak began his journalistic career while still
in Ukraine, as co-editor of the newspaper Zhyttia
Pokuttia with Z. Stephanov in the 1930s. Later he
worked for the weekly Nash Prapor, published by Ivan
Tyktor in Lviv, and the publications of the Radical
Party, Hromadskyj Holos, Kamenyari and Zhyve Slovo.
At the time he also was one of the organizers of the
youth organization Kamenyari.
He contributed numerous articles to the diaspora
press, including such publications as Ukrainian Life,
Svoboda, Moloda Ukraina, Suchasnist and Forum, and
to several American journals.
Having his college studies interrupted by World War
II, Mr. Korbutiak completed his studies at Scranton
University, receiving teaching certification.
A prominent UFA activist, Mr. Korbutiak was a dele
gate to every post-war UFA convention, four of which
he chaired (1962-1974). He was a member of the
Auditing Committee in 1978 and 1982, second vicepresident of the UFA, and an honorary member of the
UFA's Supreme Council. In 1955 he founded UFA
Branch 284 and was its secretary ever since.
Mr. Korbutiak is survived by his wife, Claudia, son,
George, and daughter-in-law, Margaret.

Walter Michaelson, 80,
judge, comm^ityLactivist
--'

""*"" by Ted Shumeyko

^

HARRISON, N.J. - Walter Michaelson
(Michatyshyn), who served as municipal judge in this
community for many years, died on December 11.
Born in Harrison on January 2, 1915, he attended
local schools and graduated from Harrison High School.
He went to Dana College, where he earned his bache
lor's degree, and to Newark College, where he studied
law. (Dana and Newark College today are part of
Rutgers University.) He was a practicing attorney for 47
years.
From 1942 until 1946, during World War II, Judge
Michaelson served with the United States Air Corps.
Early in his career, Judge Michaelson joined many
other young Americans of Ukrainian descent in a great
variety of activities in the New York metropolitan area
and beyond. He served in various executive capacities
in the Ukrainian Youth League of North America and
helped in making the conventions of the UYL-NA a
success in various cities prior to and after World War II.
He was a frequent contributor of articles and poems to
The Ukrainian Weekly.
Shortly after the Ukrainian Youth Chorus of New
York and New Jersey was founded by Steven
Marusevich and Stephen Shumeyko, he joined the
group as a second tenor. It was here that he met Olga
Onufrov of Jersey City, N.J., one of the choir's leading
sopranos, who later became his wife. Together the
young couple continued to be active in American
Ukrainian activities for many years in the New York
area.
In addition to his wife, Olga Michaelson, he is sur
vived by three daughters: Mrs. Nicholas (Nancy C.)
Tworischuk, Joan M. Michaelson and Mrs. Thomas
(Elaine) Dougher, and three grandchildren.
A funeral liturgy was celebrated at Holy Cross
Church in Harrison. A parastas service was held in the
Mulligan Funeral Home on December 15. Memorial
contributions may be made to either Holy Cross Church
or St. John's Ukrainian Catholic Church in care of
Mulligan the Funeral Home.
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Ambassador Shcherbak honored by Connecticut-based groups
HARTFORD, Conn. - Ukraine's
ambassador to the United States, Dr. Yuri
M. Shcherbak, visited Connecticut on
December 5-6 as the guest of honor of
the World Affairs Council and the
statewide environmental coalition known
as the People's Action for Clean Energy.
At the annual meeting of PACE on
December 6, the ambassador received a
"Lifetime Achievement Award" for his
heroic efforts to expose the cover-ups surrounding the Chornobyl nuclear accident
during his tenure as deputy to the Supreme
Soviet and for his role in organizing the
first environmental movement in Ukraine,
Green World C'Zelenyi Svit").
The World Affairs Council invited the
ambassador to address its membership in
recognition of his accomplishments as the
former ambassador to Israel and as a progressive leader for an independent Ukraine.
In accepting his award from PACE,
Ambassador Shcherbak expressed deep
gratitude to the organization for its concern for Ukraine and its people. He presented a certificate of appreciation to the
organization's president, Judi Friedman,
and her husband, Louis, who have assisted
Ukrainian hospitals and environmental
groups, and who have traveled to Ukraine
on numerous fact-finding missions.
In a policy address delivered to the
membership, Dr. Shcherbak warned that
Ukraine remains in dire need of foreign
assistance to cope with the medical consequences of Chornobyl and to fully shut
down the remaining Chornobyl reactors
by the year 2000 - a deadline set by
President Leonid Kuchma.
Dr. Shcherbak noted that Chornobyl
released a massive amount of radiation equivalent to more than 200 Hiroshima
bombs - and that this has placed a staggering economic burden on the Ukrainian
nation as it struggles to adapt to a market

Following the awards presentation at the Quaker Meeting House, Ambassador Yuri Shcherbak meets with members of
PACE and the Hartford Chapter of the Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund. From left: Orest Kuzma, Eugene Sirotiuk,
Peggy McLaughlin, Maria Shcherbak, Ambassador Shcherbak, Stephanie Sirotiuk, Alexander Pryshlak, Nadia
Haftkowycz, Judi Friedman and Joan Benham.
economy. The cost of shutting down the
notoriously dangerous RBMK reactors
stands at $4 billion, and Ukraine must
find energy sources to replace the electrical production of these plants.
Dr. Shcherbak expressed support for
the development of benign energy
sources. However, he remarked that
many of these sources are not yet economically feasible for Ukraine.
The key lies in the field of concerted

energy conservation, he added. Ambassador Shcherbak cited government estimates
showing that production of a ton of steel in
Ukraine requires four times more energy
than a similar unit of production in Western
Europe, and this indicates tremendous energy inefficiency which could be remedied
by relatively inexpensive programs.
Dr. Shcherbak's visit received extensive coverage in the Hartford Courant the nation's oldest continuously pub-

lished newspaper. A feature article by the
Courant's environmental columnist, Dan
Jones, reviewed Dr. Shcherbak's track
record as an outspoken advocate for the
democratic opposition in Ukraine during
the years leading to the break-up of the
Soviet Union.
In a separate article, the Courant covered Dr. Shcherbak's visit to the
(Continued on page 18)

Pittsburgh professionals present 1995 Ukrainian of the Year Award
PITTSBURGH - The 1995 Ukrainian
of the Year Award was presented to John
Smith of Pittsburgh in ceremonies during
the 26th annual dinner-dance of the
Ukrainian Technological Society on
November 25 at The University Club.
The honoree and guests - which
included William J. Coyne, United States
Representative for the I4th Congressional
District; Thomas J. Murphy Jr., mayor of
the city of Pittsburgh; Dan Onorato,
Pittsburgh city councilman; and the Very
Rev. Msgr. George Appleyard, vice-dean
of the Central Deanery of the Ukrainian
Catholic Eparchy of St. Josaphat in
Parma - were welcomed by Ihor
Havryluk, acting president.
Mr. Havryluk also introduced Marta
Pisetska Farley, executive board member, and Nickolas C. Kotow, secretary,
who presented the nomination of Mr.
Smith in Ukrainian and English, respectively. He was honored for a lifetime of
exemplary service to his church, the
Pittsburgh Ukrainian community and his
neighborhood.
Mr. Smith was born in 1917, the son
of Ukrainian immigrants, and has been a
lifelong resident of the North Side of
Pittsburgh. Since 1937 Mr. Smith has
been an usher at St. George's Ukrainian
Catholic Church and has served on the
parish committee. He was on the committee that planned and executed the
move of the parish from its original
Doerr Street site to the present church
edifice and rectory on California Avenue.
To provide a continuing financial base
for the parish, he has headed the "Pyrohy
Project" with the support of dozens of
volunteers.
He served on the planning committee,

and supported the construction of the
Sheptytsky Arms senior citizen residential apartments. He has been a member of
the League of Ukrainian Catholics since
1937, and in 1989, Mr. Smith was presented the Papal Award, Benemerenti, by
Bishop Robert M. Moskal.
Mr. Smith's service to the Pittsburgh
Ukrainian community has been constant
and multi-faceted. For the Ukrainian participation in the Pittsburgh Folk Festival,
he (supported by parish members) made
significant donations in kind for the
Ukrainian kitchen. He helped organize
the annual meetings and dinners for the
Ukrainian Selfreliance of Western
Pennsylvania Federal Credit Union at St.
George's Church hall, along with many
other special community functions. He
channeled applications for grants totaling
$15,000 for the construction of the
Ukrainian Nationality Room at the
University of Pittsburgh.
He contributed to his neighborhood by
serving on committees that have planned
three senior citizen residential apartment
buildings for the North Side. He has
worked in the Meals on Wheels program.
For three decades, Mr. Smith has been
active in politics on the precinct level,
and has encouraged Ukrainians to participate in political activities. His advice has
been sought by elected officials at the
city, county and regional levels. He is an
active member of the Ukrainian Voters
Coalition of Western Pennsylvania.
After the nominations, Msgr.
Appleyard, pastor of St. George's Church,
gave a testimonial about Mr. Smith. He
recognized him as having the ability to see
the "big picture," noted the examples of
his involvement in the construction of the

John Smith (right), 1995 Ukrainian of the Year, with Mayor Thomas J. Murphy
(left) of Pittsburgh and community activist William Rodio.
senior citizen apartments and observed
how being involved in politics could benefit not only the Pittsburgh Ukrainian community, but also Ukraine itself.
Rep. Coyne also praised Mr. Smith's
leadership and hard work in support of
many Ukrainian projects in Pittsburgh.
Mayor Murphy thanked Mr. Smith for
making him knowledgeable about
Ukraine and Ukrainians, and for adopting
him as an honorary Ukrainian. Finally,
Councilman Onorato thanked Mr. Smith
for his help in launching his new political
career and read a proclamation from the
entire Pittsburgh City Council.
Mr. Kotow read proclamations recognizing Mr. Smith as the 1995 Ukrainian of
the Year from Pennsylvania State Sens.

Michael M. Dawida and Jack Wagner, and
from Allegheny County Commissioners
Thomas Foerster, Pete Flaherty and Larry
Dunn. Halya S. Polatajko, executive board
member, read the inscriptions in both
Ukrainian and English, and presented the
1995 Ukrainian of the Year Award plaque
to Mr. Smith.
In his acceptance remarks, Mr. Smith
recalled his late wife, Ethel Septak, and
Pastor Wasyl Dzydzora, both of whom
supported him in his many activities. He
also thanked Msgr. Appleyard and
Mayor Murphy for their current support.
He wished that young Ukrainian families
would become more involved in their
churches, and devote their energies to
them as he has done for a lifetime.
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A season of giving
It's Christmastime. (And by now you'd better have your shopping done if
you celebrate by what we Ukrainians call the "new calendar" — new because
it dates back to the time of Pope Gregory XIII in 1582, rather than the Julian
calendar introduced in 46 BC by Emperor Julius Caesar. But, we digress...).
It's a time of exchanging gifts and making merry. And it is the time also of our
traditional "koliada," when carolers would go from house to house to share the
Christmas joy through song.
Koliada has also come to denote the newer tradition of going house to house
with carols to solicit donations for various organizations and worthy causes.
Most recently that version of the koliada has been practiced also via the mail,
as, along with our Christmas cards, we receive seasonal expressions of joy,
good will and prosperity from diverse organizations and charities. Often we
would just as soon discard these "greetings," but wait....
Isn't Christmastime the season to consider also those individuals and organi
zations in need, to give of ourselves to others beyond our close circle of family
and friends?
Shouldn't we also consider sending our gifts to invalid veterans, to our youth
organizations, to our Ukrainian schools? Shouldn't our gifts go also to the caus
es we deem worthy of our support, whether it be a new home for The Ukrainian
Museum in downtown New York (which hopes to soon complete refurbishing
its new building), or a roof for a new church in the picturesque Carpathian
Mountains of Ukraine (as mentioned in a recent letter to the editor)?
Consider, for example, the fine work of the Children of Chornobyl Relief
Fund, based in Short Hills, N.J., whose 16 airlifts have brought medicines, med
ical supplies and medical equipment, including a huge mobile MRI unit to
Ukraine. They are making a real difference in Ukraine. One physician who
recently returned from Kyiv reported elatedly that doctors in Ukraine are making
full use of the MRI, indeed, using it to capacity in their vital diagnostic work.
Thus, CCRF is giving the gift of hope to the Chornobyl nuclear accident's vic
tims.
Consider also the more low-key work of the Orphan Aid Society, run out of
a private home in Queens, N.Y. That small but dedicated group of people has
brought much-needed concrete support to needy orphaned children in Ukraine.
Thanks to its efforts, 220 kids in Ukraine now have sponsors abroad. For a
minimal $15 per month these sponsors "adopt" an orphan and provide for that
child's care; their donation feeds and clothes a child, and sees to his or her edu
cational needs. Thus, the Orphan Aid Society is giving the gift of a brighter
future to those whose future may have seemed bleakest.
To be sure, there are many, many more worthy causes and groups that merit
attention during our "koliada." And, one
needn't look far to find them. They can be
as close as down the street, or as far away
as Ukraine. But, it is not for us, dear read
ers, to determine which you should sup
port. The most we hope to do in this space
at this time is to encourage you to remem
ber the less fortunate and to support
worthwhile projects with a little bit from
your Christmas gift budget. After all,
Christmastime is the season of giving.

Turning the pages back...
Stephen Timoshenko was a pioneering mechanical engineer
who founded the field of strength of materials. Born on
December 23, 1878, in Shpotivka, a village near Konotop in
northeastern tffcraine, Timoshenko graduated from the St. Petersburg Institute of Civil
Engineering in 1901.
He returned to Ukraine to teach at the Kyiv Polytechnical Institute in 1907. In
1918, he helped co-found the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, and served as director
of its Institute of Mechanics for the ensuing two years.
Timoshenko emigrated as the Bolsheviks tightened their hold on power, arriving in
the U.S. in 1922. He found work at the Westinghouse Co. In 1927-1936 he taught at
the University of Michigan, then joined the faculty of Stanford University, where he
remained until his retirement in 1960.
A member of many international science academies, including the Royal Society of
London, Timoshenko was also a full member of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
in the U.S. and of the Shevchenko Scientific Society.
Timoshenko developed the mathematical basis for calculating the strength of all
materials, and his equations provide the foundation for all modern designs in mechan
ical and civil engineering. He formulated equations for calculating the effects of bend
ing, twisting, deformation, collisions and vibrations, and provided methods for deter
mining the load strengths of bridges, retaining walls, rails, gears, etc.
Many of his textbooks are still widely used in universities around the world (his
"Vibration Problems in Engineering" was issued in its fifth printing in 1990), and his
handbooks are considered standard in the field. In 1957, the Society of American
Mechanical Engineers inaugurated the Timoshenko Medal, which has since been
awarded for major accomplishments in the applied sciences.
Timoshenko lived in retirement in West Germany, and died in Wuppertal in May 1972.
Source: "Timoshenko, Stephen," Encyclopedia of Ukraine, Vol. 5 (Toronto: University of
^Tp^^^ress,19^).tisiifi
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CHRISTMAS PASTORAL LETTERS

May the peace of God protect you
To our Reverend Clergy, Religious
and God-loving Faithful:
Peace in the Lord and our apostolic
blessing.
Christ is born! — Let us glorify Him!
"Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace among men with whom He is
pleased!" (Lk. 2:14) sang the angelic
choirs above the fields of Bethlehem, at
the birth of our Divine Savior. Today a
most precious Gift came down from
heaven to all of us. This heavenly Gift is
the source of our unspeakable joy and
consolation, and the assurance of our sal
vation and eternal blessedness. Today,
our Eternal God in human form extends
His holy hands from the manger of
Bethlehem and speaks to us, "Come to
me all who labor and are heavy-laden,
and I will give you rest" (Mt. 11:28).
This year during the joyful Holy Time
of the Nativity of Christ, we sing ever so
fervently, "Glory to God in the high
est..," for at long last our Divine Savior
freed our Ukrainian nation from bondage
under the enemy, and now, without fear,
we are free to praise and glorify our God
in a free and independent country. Our
joy, even in the midst of shortcomings
and difficulties presently experienced in
the homeland for the time being, is so
much the greater, for "God is with us,"
who brings peace and hope to people of
good will and a better future.
The Holy Day of the Nativity of
Christ has, nevertheless, a special mean
ing for us, because 400 years ago exem
plary representatives of the Kyivan
Metropolia, Ipaty Potij, Bishop of
Volodymyr, and Cyril Terleckyj, bishop
of Lutske, in the name of all the bishops
at that time, made a profession of the
Catholic faith before the Vicar of Christ,
Pope Clement VIII, and renewed union
with the Roman Apostolic See. This his
torical act of the renewal of unity of the
Kyivan Metropolia with Rome was con
firmed by Pope Clement VIII on that
memorable day, December 23, 1595.
The act of renewal of Church unity was
subsequently formally announced on^
October 9, 1596, in the Synod of Brest,
in a ceremony concluded with the angel
ic hymn, "Glory to God in the highest
and on earth peace among men with
whom He is pleased!" This Synod has
come to be known in the history of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church as the Synod
of Brest.
The truth of the unity of the Church of

Christ is a truth of our faith, proclaimed
by the Son of God Himself, when he
solemnly declared that there would be
but "one flock, and one shepherd" (Jn.
10:16). Christ prayed for the unity of His
Church, and implored His Heavenly
Father "that they may all be one!" (Jn.
17:21) As the Good Shepherd, He did not
abandon His sheep, and before His ascent
into heaven, He appointed for them
another pastor, St. Peter, directing him to
"Tend my lambs. Feed my sheep..." (Jn.
21: 15-16). Prior to this action, Christ
had already given to Peter "the keys of
the kingdom of heaven" (Mt. 16:19), that
is, supreme authority over the Church.
Peter, thereby, became the immovable
rock on which Christ founded His
Church (Mt. 16:18). As the Vicar of
Christ and Head of His Church, Peter
was called to preserve the truth in which
he was also to "strengthen his brethren
(Lk. 22:32).
The unity of the holy Church was estab
lished by Christ himself, and therefore, we
are obliged in conscience to preserve it. For
this reason, St. Paul admonishes the
Ephesians that they at all costs "maintain
the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace"
(Eph. 4:3) for the sake of "building up the
body of Christ (i.e. the Church) until we all
attain to the unity of the faith and of the
knowledge of the Son of God (Eph 4: 1213). In explaining these inspired words of
St. Paul, St. John Chrysostom warned his
faithful, 'To fragment the unity of Christ's
Church is to fragment the Body of Christ,
for the Church is His Body. Nothing, there
fore, so offends God as the separation of
Churches. Even the blood of martyrs can
not atone for this sin. You may say, you are
ready even to offer your life for Christ, and
yet, you fragment the unity of the Church
for which Christ sacrificed His life" (Horn.
XI on Eph. 4).
The importance of the unity of Christ's
Church is clearly evident in the statement
of the Second Ecumenical Council of
381, in Constantinople, when the Fathers
of the Council included the aspect of
unity in the Creed. From that time, we
unanimously proclaim that we believe in
"one, holy, catholic and Apostolic
Church." Our hierarchy, therefore, well
before the Brest renewal of Church unity,
declared with one voice, on December 2,
1594, "Now we clearly understand that
our calling and our office require of us
that we direct ourselves, as well as our
(Continued on page 13)

Wishes of joy, peace and hope
Christ is Born! Praise Him!
To the Clergy, Religious and Faithful
of St. Nicholas Eparchy:
When the angels appeared in
Bethlehem they sang: "Glory to God in
the highest and on earth peace to those
on whom His favor rests" (Lk. 2:14).
Jesus, the Son of God, came among us
as one of us on that glorious Christmas
Eve in Bethlehem in fulfillment of the
prophecy and the long-awaited Messiah
and Savior. He will come again in glory
to judge the living and the dead. In the
meantime, Jesus is able and desires to
come to each and everyone of us as our
personal savior and companion in life. If
we open our hearts to Jesus and make
Him the centerpiece of our daily lives,
then God's favor will rest upon us. How
simple and uncomplicated God is! It is
up to us entirely to invite Jesus into our
daily lives, and He is just waiting to be
invited. Unfortunately, much too often
we are too busy with othpr ,"щрге jmpor-.

tant things" and thus have no time, "no
room," for Jesus in our lives. How sad
and how unfavored for us!
As your bishop, your shepherd of
souls, could I ask you to have that "good
will" and invite the Babe of Bethlehem
this Christmas into you lives and then try
to see others as Christ sees them? You
will then see Christ in others and God's
favor will rest upon you and upon each
and everyone of us. We all will then try
to serve each others in Christ's love, for
it is in serving others that we serve Christ
who has served us first and last. What a
beautiful way to begin, celebrate and live
out the rest of the Christmas season and
the rest of our lives! That is my wish and
my prayer for all of you.
With our hearts full of hope and "good
will" towards all of you, we extend our
best wishes of joy, peace and hope that
our Savior brings to us all today.
f

и

v^

f Michael Wiwchar, C.Ss.R.
f Innocent Lotopky, OSBM
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Kuropas obsessed
with political immigrants
Dear Editor:
Re: " C h i c k e n s C o m i n g Home to
R o o s t ! " by Myron B. K u r o p a s
(November 12): It seems to me that Dr.
Kuropas is obsessed with "political"
immigrants, especially those of "pure"
persuasion. The chip on his shoulder
seems to be a perceived snubbing by the
post-World War II immigrants of earlier
Ukrainian i m m i g r a n t s in A m e r i c a ,
including himself.
His main and recurring complaint
seems to be that the "political" immigrants did not join existing Ukrainian
organizations in America but formed
their own.
For the record, Ukrainian immigration
was and is far from being monolithic.
Not only "political" immigrants did not
join existing Ukrainian organizations in
America, but they have created not one
but dozens of their own social and political organizations on every functional
level of society — each one with distinct, different and often conflicting
political and social agendas.
With all the best intentions (and I do
not question for a minute the best intentions of Dr. K u r o p a s ) , the existing
Ukrainian organizations in America
could not have met the political and
social aspirations and needs of the postWorld War II immigration.
This diversity of ideas and goals of
Ukrainian immigration was not a weakn e s s , but a strength that carried us
through some difficult times, and has left
a lasting legacy. To complain about it is
rather misplaced, and should be placed to
rest.
Ihor Lysyj
West Hills, Calif.

Yet another response
to Tamara Koropet'ska
Dear Editor:
In response to Tamara Koropets'ka
(November 26): Your entire argument is
outrageous. First of all, there is absolutely no comparison between the history
and status of the English language, and
that of the Ukrainian language.
While English, followed by Russian,
is probably the lingua franca today, not
as aggressively imperialistic as Russian
has been, but still p e r v a s i v e , the
Ukrainian language has a tragic tradition, having been repressed, strangled,
twisted, banned, raped, spat upon since long before the genesis of the
Soviet Union.
Just briefly: in the 19th century,
imperial Russia issued a famous decree
forbidding the Ukrainian language's
use and denying its existence, while in
this c e n t u r y , under the C o m m u n i s t
regime, Ukrainian words were actually
officially selected and removed from
usage in the colloquial as well as technical/professional lexicon - the term
for this was "zaareshtovani slova," or
arrested words. There are conscientious
people in Kyiv today who are painstakingly trying to retrieve these words,
which had been r e p l a c e d by t h e i r
Russian equivalents, and attempting to
reintegrate them into common as well
as specialized usage (e.g., a Ukrainian
d i c t i o n a r y for p h y s i c i s t s is in the
works).
Next, to c o u n t e r your p o s i t i o n ,
America is a country of immigrants,

most of whom choose to immigrate,
want to learn English and understand
that they must in order to survive in this
society. They also know that they are
free to use their native languages in their
communities. No, the English language
is not forced upon anyone and while it is
not "official," knowing it is nonetheless
unofficially ineluctable.
Ukraine, although ethnically diverse,
is still a nation of Ukrainians, hardly as
diverse as the U.S., the New World. Why
- if it is taken for granted that in
Germany, German is spoken; in Poland,
Polish is used; in France, French; in
Moscow, Russian; in Prague, Czech is
the predominant language, etc. - is the
primacy of the Ukrainian language in
Ukraine such a problem, so objectionable to some people? Let us first exhibit
concern for the Ukrainians, the inheritors
of this language, the demographic majority, in assuring that our cultural heritage
can slowly take root again in Ukraine,
can thrive freely in Kyiv as the language
of the Ukrainian capital, without artificial constraints.
In the Czech Republic, a law was
recently passed that requires foreigners
who do business there to learn Czech. I
find this neither unreasonable nor indicative of dark and dangerous ultra-nationalist tendencies.
I do not see this as an either/or issue.
It is possible for Ukraine to accommodate its minorities in a just manner while
simultaneously demonstrating that it has
the guts, the dignity, to be true to itself,
to be itself, by openly encouraging the
use of the Ukrainian language - because
Ukraine needs very much to restore its
self-pride. (Are the rights of ethnic
Russians in Ukraine more important than
the rights of Ukrainians in Ukraine?
Does one ever hear of the rights of ethnic
Ukrainians in Russia?)
It is my personal belief that Ukraine's
future as a strong, culturally distinct,
independent state depends not only on
political and economic progress, but
goes hand in hand with recovering pride
in one's ethos, of which language is an
essential component. Allowing our language to stagnate, to be insidiously infiltrated (still?) by the colonizing forces (of
the past?) is tantamount to self-castration
- no, suicide.
The Ukrainian language, and culture
in general, is still under threat, and that
threat is not always external. It is only
five years since independence - recovering from a long illness takes time, and
also great effort to heal, effort on the part
of its citizens and scattered children.
Flags, tridents and other symbols were
certainly important tools in recovering
national self-identity, but they are superficial, while language is a living organism.
Yes, I do feel very strongly about this
issue. The language must be given the
chance to reconnect with the soul, for
language is essence, language is soul,
and if the language dies, the soul shall
surely wither.
Luba Gawur
Prague
T h e U k r a i n i a n W e e k l y welcomes l e t t e r s to t h e editor.
L e t t e r s should be typed (doublespaced) a n d signed; t h e y m u s t
be originals, not photocopies.
The daytime phone n u m b e r
a n d address of t h e letter-writer
m u s t be g i v e n for v e r i f i c a t i o n
purposes.

faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

Fifth Christmas in "free" Ukraine
Every Christmas, Ukraine becomes a little more unfettered, a little more self-sufficient, a little less dependent upon Moscow.
But, like Christmases past, Ukrainians
still are not free. And the specters of
Bolshevism and Russian imperialism
loom large, especially in the wake of
recent Russian elections.
In Ukraine, gangsterism is a potent
force. The KGB is ready to enforce the will
of the ruling class. Far too many officials
are corrupt. Traditional Ukrainian faith
expressions, those which once provided the
foundation upon which the Ukrainian identity was constructed, are in disarray, while
other, less nationally oriented religious
groups are gaining ground. The Russian
language is dominant in Kyiv. And
Ukraine's Communists, no doubt emboldened by the success of their Russian counterparts, are singing "those were the days,
my friend" with greater gusto.
The past is looking better and better.
Not the distant Stalinist police-state past
(which few people remember first hand),
but the immediate past, when, if nothing
else, most working people could count
on a paycheck arriving on time.
Ukraine's future leaders are nowhere in
sight. Who is teaching them? What, if anything, are they learning about their past?
As Marta Kolomayets pointed out in her
most recent "Journalist's Notebook," some
of Ukraine's economically successful
youth couldn't care less about Ukraine.
They are part of Ukraine's nouveau riche,
a small but influential well-dressed group
of boysyky who, according to Marta,
"spend hundreds of dollars a night drinking scotch - as opposed to Ukrainian horilka...They joke vulgarly in Russian with
mini-skirt clad waitresses, throw money
around in tens of casinos that have opened
in Kyiv, or stay out at nightclubs that carry
such names as New York and Chicago."
These boysyky are part of Ukraine's
narcissistic generation X. They are committed only to themselves. I suspect that
most of them are sons and daughters of
Ukraine's former Communist nomenklatura. As contemptible as their behavior is, we shouldn't be surprised. They're
merely following in the footsteps of their
parents who were (and probably still are)
on the take. Greed and corruption were
part of the Soviet way.
It will take years before Ukraine rids
itself of the stench of Bolshevism; the reason is quite simple. Ukraine has never
been de-Sovietized. When the second
world war ended, Germany underwent an
intense period of de-Nazification. Former
Nazi murderers were hanged or sentenced
to prison. The Nazi party was outlawed.
Not so in the former Soviet Union. The
Communist Party is making a comeback.
Former Communist criminals have gone
into business or emigrated to the West.
Some Communist apparatchiki have
written books that became best-sellers.
Nazi propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels
committed suicide when Nazi Germany
collapsed, but Vladimir Posner, one of the
evil empire's most persuasive apologists,
has moved on to a successful television
career in the United States. A trained
Soviet propagandist, he lied egregiously for
years. Mr. Posner denied on American television that the Soviets had downed KAL
007 for example, while enjoying every
benefit accorded the Bolshevik elite. He
jumped the Bolshevik ship only when the
Berlin Wall was beginning to tumble. In

his book "Parting with Illusions," he postures as a misunderstood liberal democrat.
In hopes of narrating a Holocaust commemoration, he has belatedly revealed that
he is also a Jew, something he conveniently
forgot when it could have cost him his
Soviet career.
How can we blame Ukrainian youth,
nomenklatura-nurtured or not, for wanting to make money? Americans and some
Ukrainians among them are interested in
Ukraine only because they see a true
money cow. American foundations and
government agencies provide grants and
organize seminars to promote joint ventures, private enterprise and little else.
Religio-cultural revival, an essential element of Ukraine's rebirth, is ignored.
The United States Information Agency
(USIA) and other agencies and foundations
have spent millions of dollars to promote
something called "civic education" in the
former Soviet Union. And who is in charge
of these local U.S.-funded programs? An
indigenous administration that was initiated
and nurtured by the Bolsheviks. No one in
our government is asking the crucial questions. Civic education for what kind of
society? A Ukrainian society? Is that possible when a truly Ukrainian society has yet
to emerge? Can anyone teach civics in
Ukraine when the nation has yet to adopt a
new constitution? Since words like "nationalism" are anathema to Washington
bureaucrats, are our tax dollars supporting
a new, Soviet-style, nationally indifferent
global identity?
In an article that appeared in the
Edmonton Journal on July 30, Dr.
Lubomyr Luciuk wrote about the nationally unconscious population of Kharkiv. "I
mixed with a rowdy bunch of pensioners,
many Red Army veterans, chests sagging
with medals portraying Stalin, the great
generalissimo," wrote Dr. Luciuk.
"Hoisting banners proclaiming undying
allegiance to the now-defunct Soviet
Union, these protesters lament the demise
of the Communist regime which once nurtured them. Bitching about today's Ukraine
they gathered in the very same Kharkiv
square where thousands of corpses from
the politically engineered famine of 19321933 were once stacked before being carted off and flung into mass graves."
"I went to one of these burial pits," Dr.
Luciuk continued. "A,children's playground now. Dozens of kids scrambling
around in dirt impregnated with the blood
and bones of Stalinism's victims. I tried not
to recoil in disgust. This generation, I
remembered, does not know that happened
here. Maybe even their parents don't."
That is U k r a i n e ' s greatest tragedy
today. The Soviet past has been buried.
Babyn Yar was an abomination, and it is
right that President Bill Clinton visited
the memorial on that site. But America's
president should have also been informed
of the horrors of Ukraine's Great Famine.
Dr. Luciuk argues that Ukraine's leaders want to focus on the here and now.
They do not want the next generation to
learn what once was. For them, he concludes, "any reminder of what the Soviet
system did to Ukraine - that is, what they
themselves did - must be kept buried."
The Soviet way will neither die nor fade
away, and, until Soviet crimes are exposed
and Soviet criminals punished, Ukraine will
never be truly free. To paraphrase philosopher George Santayana, "those who deny
their past are condemned to repeat it."
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OUR CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS:Wheat, poppy seeds and honey
blender or grinder. On the prairies, some
bakeries carry ready-ground poppy seeds.
Heat the honey, and mix with the poppy
seeds and cooked wheat. Add walnuts or
raisins, if that's in your family tradition.
Serve reverently as the first dish of Sviat
Vechir. Tossing a spoonful of kutia to the
ceiling - to foretell prosperity for the coming year - is optional. (The holding power
of kutia mayrivalSuperGlue).
So what's the point of this strange
food, served only during the Christmas
season? Why, after all these years of
being outside of Ukraine in far corners of
the world - after more than a century in
Canada, the USA, Brazil, after half a
century in Australia - Ukrainians still
voluntarily need to prepare and eat kutia
for Sviat Vechir. It is usually eaten again
during Shchedryi Vechir, on the evening
before Yordan, the Feast of Jordan, celebrating Christ's Baptism.
There must be something to this kutia,
or else why would it have survived as it
***
has since time immemorial? It must
Fast forward from the end of the mean something, since we prepare it and
Paleolithic to North America, winter 1995- eat it, but we're not really sure why. And
1996. Drive down to the supermarket, buy it really is a strange combination. As
the poppy seeds (mak) in bulk, get the jar of happens with most symbols, whether tanhoney (med), and search around for hulled gible, visible or edible, the meaning is
wheat (pshenytsia). If you live in the prairie often lost, or is not obvious to most, but
provinces of Canada, around Christmastime the symbol itself remains.
(both calendars) the wheat is right there in
In modern times, wheat or rye is
the bulk of the vegetable section - since it is ground into flour for breads, pastas and
in such demand. In other places, check out other products. Rarely are wheat grains
the Ukrainian gift store, which may carry a eaten whole. Before agriculture devel"kutia kit," including the recipe. You can oped around 10,000-8,000 B.C. in the
even order by mail.
Middle East, our early ancestors hunted
Once home, rinse and soak the wheat animals, caught fish, and gathered, colovernight. No need to hull. Cook slowly lected and saved other growing things,
the next day. Rinse and soak the poppy such as fruits, berries, nuts, roots, leaves,
seeds in hot water, then grind in a grasses, blossoms and seeds. Somewhere
by Orysia Paszczak Tracz

Take all thegrains of wild wheat, barley,
rye and other scarce grasses that you have
been gathering and saving all year. There
weren't that many of them, so don't lose
any. Get the dried pods of wild poppy, and
empty the seeds into a mortar. Dip into that
hollow tree trunk where the hive is, but be
careful of the bees, so you don't disturb
them too much. Hull the grains as well as
you can, and leave them to soak in the
leather pouch or water-tight basket. Cook
them over a flame the next day. Grind the
poppy seeds with the stone pestle.
Combine the grains, the seeds, the warmed
honey, and add the walnuts you collected,
if you wish.
Serve reverently during the winter solstice feast, as you celebrate your togetherness and remember the ancestors who have
departed and who will return for tonight.
Your mammoth bone dwelling covered
with hides will keep you all warm.

"Christmas is Here," a glasspainting by Yaroslava Surmach Mills depicts the
traditional Christmas Eve supper, Sviata Vecheria.
along the way, as they gathered the earliest forms of wild grains, our ancestors
discovered that even though they were
tough to chew raw, the grains still provided more nourishment and energy than
other foods. When cooked, the grains
were tastier, and much easier to chew
and digest. But these wild grains were
still scarce, and one had to collect very
many for even a small nutritious meal.
Some wildflower seeds were edible. The
poppy was especially generous to a gatherer, for within one pod there were thousands
of tiny seeds which, in the wild poppy, scattered great distances from the mother po&
Honey was and is an amazing food. In

the wild, it is there for taking, once you can
find its location, and get through the
swarms protecting it. Honey is not only
remarkable for its intense sweetness, it can
also heal and has many uses in folk medicine. Mead, the alcoholic drink made from
honey, was a special ceremonial potion
around the world, well into early modern
times. Not too much honey should be added
to the kutia. There is even a proverb for
someone who exaggerates: "Peredav kuti
medu" (He gave the kutia too much honey).
To a human mind that understood life
and nature in the simplest way, many
(Continued on page 9)
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Wheat, poppy seeds...
(Continued from page 8)
things grew to symbolize more than what
they just were. Quite possibly, kutia strad
dles the Paleolithic and Neolithic, when
humans first realized that the seeds of grain
which fall off the stem into the earth grow,
that wandering to find new growths of wild
grain is not necessary, because seeds can be
scattered in one location to grow there.
M. Toussaint-Samat, in "A History of
Food" (Blackwell 1992), writes: "One
long-held theory suggests that the women
who had the job of gathering plants - men
being better suited to facing the dangers of
hunting - noticed how grain from the ears
which had not shed their seed spontaneous
ly produced crops with the same character
istics. Such sowings must have been acci
dental at first: some of the grain may have
been spilt on the path as it was carried
home, or a ritual offering of grain may have
germinated on the sacrificial spot, or plants
may have grown from a rubbish heap..."
A contemporary symbol of the very
beginning of agriculture, of that realization
that seed grows, is the "Spasova Boroda" of
the Obzhynky, or harvest rituals. The last
remaining clump of unharvested grain in the
field is braided in such a way that the stalks
form an enclosure, with a roof, and the
"kolosky", the grains of wheat, are plaited
upsice down, facing downward towards the
soil. A loaf of bread is placed into this
enclosure. The cycle of life, of agriculture
is thus represented - seed into the earth,
grain from the earth, bread from the grain.
Ritual foods are different from everyday
food?; they are prepared reverently, differ
ently, for special occasions only, often
with special utensils and in new containers,
and are served with great ceremony. A hot
dog and a slice of pizza are not ritual

foods. Kutia, uzvar, paska and babka these are. In writing about traditional types
of cooked Ukrainian foods, Khvedir Vovk
notes that kasha, or porridge, was made
from buckwheat, millet, barley, "more
rarely wheat (for ritual foods)." Yevhen
Onats'kyi writes that kutia is "one of the
oldest human foods which, because of its
antiquity, specifically has come to have
great ritual meaning." In many regions of
Ukraine, the evening meal on Sviat Vechir
(Holy Eve, Christmas Eve) was itself
called Kutia, or Bahata (rich) Kutia.
Another indication of kutia's antiquity is
the Hutsul word for cooked wheat,
"dz'obavka" (from "dz'ob," or beak, pick
ing seed the way a chicken or other fowl
does). Ksenofont Sosenko (1928) writes
that "dz'obavka" stems from the way the
wheat was first eaten, being picked out
grain by grain, and then chewed. He men
tions that the nomadic Bedouins still eat
grain as a ritual food, picking it up with spe
cific eating sticks.
The earliest koliady mention "yara
pshenytsia" (early wheat) its sowing and
harvesting, and it being G o d ' s gift.
Sosenko believes that the various verses
about wheat are symbolic of the kutia, as
well as wishing for a prosperous harvest in
the New Year. He also gives an example of
a koliada about the first plants and the ori
gin of grain, where "ozyme zhyto" (winter
rye), "yara pshenytsia" and "zelena
travon'ka" (green grass) are given as the
three nourishments from the beginning of
creation. Sosenko states that most dishes
served at Sviata Vecheria are prepared in
that earliest method, "the way that nature
and cultural circumstances permitted at the
time of their earliest discovery."
Centuries ago, in a Ukrainian peasant
home, kutia was often prepared the day
before.Sviat Vechir. In many regions, a
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new, never-used "horshchyk" or pot was
used each year for cooking kutia. When the
kutia was prepared, it was carried ceremoni
ously to the "pokuttia", the all-important
corner of the room where the icons were the most important spot in the house. As the
designated person carried the kutia, she or
he recited: "Ide kutia na pokuttia" (the kutia
is going to the pokuttia). The bowl of kutia
was placed on hay, with the didukh (sheaf
of wheat) next to it. Uzvar (compote of
dried fruits) was also placed alongside, with
the words "A ty uzvar pidesh na bazar" (and
you, uzvar, will go to the bazaar).
Regional differences have people doing
the same customs at different times. In
some regions, kutia is served first, while in
other regions, it is served last, along with
uzvar. Whether first or last, the manner in
which it was served indicated that it was
the most important dish of the meal.
Children carried portions of the holy
supper to their grandparents, godparents
and the " b a b a - p o v y t u k h a " or "babapuporizka" (midwife, i.e., one who cut
the umbilical cord). This children's cus
tom was called "nosyty kutiu" (carrying
the kutia) even though other foods of the
supper were also included.
I am not sure that the origin of the word
"kutia" has been clearly established
(although yours truly certainly has no lin
guistic nor etymological qualifications, just
a hunch). In his etymological dictionary,
Ivan Ohiienko (Metropolitan Uarion) says
that the Greek "koukkia" (bean, or broad
bean), and earlier "kokkos" (kernel of grain)
was the root of "kutia," and that the Polish
"kucia" is from the Ukrainian. The origin of
the Greek word is unclear. While Poles do,
not all Slavic people serve kutia. The Serbs
serve it on a person's name day.
There is another, similar dish eaten on a
different, more solemn occasion. "Kolyvo"

is like kutia, but without the poppy seeds.
It is served at the "pomynky" or "tryzna"
memorial meal after a funeral. Because
poppy seeds symbolize fertility and pros
perity, how appropriate that they are a
missing ingredient in a dish for someone
who will no longer need either. In Old
Church Slavic, it seems that kutia and
kolyvo are synonymous, with kutia having
the definition "bread of the dead" in T. A.
Lysaght's dictionary (and no listing for
kolyvo), while in another (G. Diachenko,
1899) the reference is from kutia to koly
vo. This gets a Christian explanation,
which has earlier roots: "kutia... sometimes
mixed with apples, plums, etc., which is
served to honor a saint or in memory of the
dead... Wheat and fruits, offered in memo
ry of the dead, mean that the dead will rise
from the grave the way that the wheat,
sown into the soil, and the fruit, under the
earth, first rot, and then bring a new, ripe
and complete crop/fruit..." Kolyvo, called
"pomynal'na kutia" (memorial kutia), is
also served by the Greeks, where it is
called "kolyva." In some Ukrainian com
munities on the Canadian prairies, kolyvo
is still served during a funeral.
Vovk calls kutia and uzvar the food and
drink of the gods. There is a very close con
nection between gods, souls and the depart
ed/dead. Kutia is left on the dish at the
empty place setting at Sviat Vechir. It was
considered to be one of the worst sins for
anyone to remove the food left for the souls
overnight, because during this night they
partake of the foods of Sviata Vecheria.

***

So, as we sit down to Sviata Vecheria,
wherever in the world we may be, and as
we taste that wonderfully sweet and strange
food called kutia, let's remember and trea
sure our heritage and our extremely ancient
roots. Smachnoyi kuti vsim!
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NEWS AND VIEWS FROM THE NATION'S CAPITAL

Ukrainian American presence
continues:on-Ccipttol44№by Patience T. Huntwork
There are two impressions upon visit
ing the Ukrainian National Information
Service that I as a longtime supporter of
Ukraine and a Washington native find
particularly encouraging.
First is the aptness of the office's loca
tion: in the Heritage Foundation Building,
across Massachusetts Avenue from the
Senate wing of the U.S. Capitol.
Respected even during times of liberal
ascendency, the Heritage Foundation
today belongs to the pantheon of institu
tions that inspired a revolution likely to
last for the rest of the century. The build
ing's Georgian accents impart a timeless
solidity to its tenants, including the
Ukrainian American community's Capitol
Hill information bureau, UNIS.
Second is UNIS's stripped-down, tunedin and, above all, young ambiance, which
makes no pretense at lavishness and is emi
nently suited to the current era of organiza
tional downsizing. With a spartan $85,000per-year budget derived partly from dues
of the 50-plus-year-old Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America and part
ly from direct donations solicited from
community financial institutions and indi
viduals, UNIS delivers, dollar for dollar, as
much impact as any office in the city.
The UCCA's Washington representa
tion received accolades in The
Washington Times' chatty "Embassy
Row" column four times in one year; on
two occasions acknowledging its suc
cessful efforts to win President Leonid
Kuchma a state visit, once noting its
opposition to the reorganization of the
State Department lumping Ukraine with
Russia in a "Eurasia Desk," and once to
highlight its efforts to ^promote a ClintonKuchma bilateral meeting during the
50th anniversary of the United Nations.
On the day of my visit, the average age
of the UNIS staff is 23 - a fact that is nei
ther remarkable nor a disadvantage in a
city that seems to entrust much of its busi
ness to an army of precocious, collegiateage staffers.
Beginning in January 1996, Michael
Sawkiw, a 27-year-old business school
graduate, will succeed Tamara Gallo, who
left the post of UNIS director in October
to become West Ukrainian Regional
Director of Burson Marsteller, one of the
world's largest pubic relations agencies.
Marta Kunasz, who heads the office at
present, is a Philadelphia native, a 1992
graduate of the University of Colorado at
Boulder and former student of conserva
tive oracle Edvard Rozek, whose pro
tegees comprise a virtual "Who's Who"
of political movers and shakers.
Ms. Kunasz's assistant is Volodymyr
Chornodolsky, a Catholic University
political science student whose deft han
dling of issues has already made inroads
of influence in Congress.
Ms. Kunasz, and Messrs. Chornodolsky
and Sawkiw, are effortlessly bilingual.
The third UNIS staffer, intern Seth
Smythe, from Willamette College in
Seattle, is fulfilling a requirement for his
degree in international studies.
Originally slated to go to Russia for for
eign study, Mr. Smythe will leave UNIS
for Ukraine in December 1995.
In 1994-1995 UNIS successfully jug
gled, in rapid succession: the U.S. anchor to
a massive UCCA civic education effort for
the Ukrainian parliamentary and presiden
tial elections, which placed representatives
in every oblast to teach election law and
ballot security; the successful "state visit"
campaign; a successful campaign for a U.S.

government grant to the UCCA to coordi
nate commercial law reform in Ukraine; a
successful campaign for a U.S. government
grant to the UCCA to mount television
commercials in Ukraine advocating free
market reform; a campaign to include
President Kuchma in the 1995 G-7 summit,
which ultimately fell short; a successful
campaign to upgrade President Bill
Clinton's stopover in Ukraine to a state
visit, with an address to the Ukrainian peo
ple from the Shevchenko monument; a suc
cessful campaign, waged with the help of
the UCCA's branches and numerous other
Ukrainian American organizations, for a
$225 million Congressional earmark of for
eign aid to Ukraine; a campaign to bring
about a Clinton-Kuchma meeting during
the U.N. 50th anniversary festivities, which
fell short but won the avowed gratitude of
President Kuchma; and campaigns, still
ongoing, to mitigate the effect of space
launch quotas on Ukraine's space industry
and win adherents to President Clinton's
policy on U.S. peacekeeping in Bosnia.
Notwithstanding this dizzying crush
of priorities, during the same period of
time UNIS participated in the newly
powerful Central and East European
Coalition, a collection of Baltic, Central
European and Armenian organizations
and activists, including the Ukrainian
National Association and the director of
its Washington Office, Eugene Iwanciw.
UNIS's work with the coalition is con
tinuing, and the UNIS staff remain on
excellent terms with Mr. Iwanciw though
the UNA's D.C. bureau has been closed.
Indeed, on the day I visited, Mr. Iwanciw
had been at UNIS providing input on the
space launch issue.
The closing of the UNA Washington
Office unexpectedly thrust UNIS into the
role of the community's primary represen
tative office in the nation's capital.
Responding, UNIS has initiated a series of
"Congressional Alerts" that link, by means
(Continued on page 15)

Volodymyr Chornodolsky and Marta Kunasz of the Ukrainian National Information
Service.

Library of Congress spotlights Ukrainian issues
by Jurij Dobczansky
The topic of Ukraine is enjoying an
unprecedented amount of attention at the
Library of Congress. A significant contri
bution to keeping Ukrainian matters in
the spotlight is that of the Ukrainian
Language Table, which operates under
the auspices of the Library of Congress
Professional Association.
The language tables, initiated in 1988,
were envisioned as a way of "offering staff
an opportunity to maintain and develop
expertise in their native - or second - lan
guage, while at the s^me time sharing with
others informative presentations on the
languages and cultures of the world."
There are presently 19 language tables.
In a column in the July/August issue
of Civilization, Librarian of Congress
James H. Billington highlighted the
LCPA Language Tables. He referred to
library staff "from all parts of the world
with fluency in 63 spoken languages" as
"a vital library asset" in providing access
to the percentage of foreign-language
materials acquired by the library - a vir
tual "temple of pluralism."
The Ukrainian table, initially coordi
nated by Natalka Gawdiak of the Law
Library, has also expanded its activity to
include guest speakers, film showings
and discussions. Although some guest

speakers from Ukraine make their pre
sentations in Ukrainian, more programs
are now conducted in English and are
open to the general public.
Most meetings have drawn diverse audi
ences. The variety of topics covered at the
meetings is evident in the following list of
events held since June 1994. Joe Hickerson,
LC American Folklife Center, reported on
cooperative efforts to preserve early 20th
century wax cylinder recordings of kobza
music. Natalie Kononenko, University of
Virginia, provided insights into the blood
and gore in the poetry of kobzari. Phil
Staruch, Voice of America, offered a per
sonal account of his three-month assign
ment in Ukraine, posing the question:
"Where is Home after 50 Years?" Eric A.
Johnson, LC Exchange and Gift Division,
reported on his visits to major research
libraries in Kyiv. Dushan Bednarsky,
University of Alberta, described the extraor
dinary library collection of Ukrainian the
ologian Dmytro Tuptalo (1651 -1709).
Bohdan Radejko, U.S.-Ukraine
Foundation, has twice given updates on the
Parliamentary Development Project in
Kyiv. Marta Pereyma, United States
Information Agency, described the chal
lenges of international interpreting. Jurij
Dobczansky, LC Social Sciences
Cataloguing Division, reported on the con
ference on Ukrainian terminology in Lviv.

Yaroslav Kendzior, deputy from the Lviv
Region, and Orest Deychakiwsky, Helsinki
Commission, each spoke about therightsof
national minorities in present-day Ukraine.
Lynn Brooks, LC Information
Technology Services, spoke of efforts here
and in Kyiv to put Ukraine on the electron
ic world map. Olena Harashchenko, LC
Soros Fellow, presented "Ukrainian Public
Libraries: A View from Kirovohrad."
Oksana Horbunova, LC intern from the
Ukrainian Parliament, described her work
with the Global Legal Information
Network. Marta Zielyk, Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty, provided an analysis
and sampling of the 1989 Chervona Ruta
rock festival.
Alex Kuzma, Children of Chornobyl
Relief Fund, reported on the continuing
relief efforts nine years after the nuclear
disaster. Vadym Olifirenko, Donetske, out
lined Ukrainian cultural life in the Donbas
and Kuban regions. Frank Sysyn, Peter
Jacyk Center, reported on the project to
translate Hrushevsky's "History of
Ukraine." Slavko Nowytski, documentary
filmmaker, showed excepts of his works to
illustrate the link between research and
creativity. John P. Hardt, Congressional
Research Service, presented his research
on the investment environment and legisla(Continued on page 15)
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Music of Project "Ye" explores
underground culture of Ukraine

ВЕЛИКОДНЯ
АКЦІЯ

by Mark Andryczyk

tions is nine compositions that range
from experimental bass improvisations to
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly
hook-laden pop songs. Throughout, the
LVIV - From the collective minds of the album retains a progressive sound remi
Lviv music community comes Velykodna niscent of King Crimson and Brian Eno.
Aktsia Proyekty "Ye." Project "Is," (Ye) is Each of the nine compositions is per
an exploration into the existence and mean formed by a different line-up, thus con
ing of "underground culture."
tributing to the album's diverse sound.
As an iceberg is made up of two parts,
Project "Is" remains faithful to the
one above water and one submerged Lviv tradition of setting music to poetry.
below, some of the music created by the It taps into the works of 1920s- and
various musicians of project "Is" has 1930s-era Lviv poets, including Bohdan
been accepted by society. This music, Lepkij, Petro Karmansky and Bohdanhowever, is supported by music that has Ihor Antonych. This combination of
remained submerged and is not recog 1920s Ukrainian poetry and 1990s
nized by society, but without which the Ukrainian music touches on the similari
iceberg would sink.
ties between these two creative groups
The music created by the musicians of and their cultural situations - periods of
project "Is" is based on compositions writ once-suppressed, creative explosions.
ten by bass guitarist Oleh "John" Suk.
The nine compositions are assembled
Long a fixture in the Lviv music scene, on one cassette tape and are accompanied
Mr. Suk has played bass for various by a booklet that reproduces the original
groups including the Tea Fanclub, and texts and serves as a guide through the
recently Mertvyi Piven. Considered a bass cast of characters involved in the project.
genius by most who have heard him play, The booklet is enhanced by illustrations
Mr. Suk assembled over 40 different Lviv drawn by local artists.
musicians of the 1980s and 1990s.
Velykodna Aktsia Proyekty "Ye" was
The final product of these collabora organized by the Dzyga Cultural League

ПРОЕКТУ
«Є»
/

1995
РОКУ

ВЕЛИКОДНЯ АКЦІЯ ПРОЕКТУ «Є» 1995 РОКУ
Cover of Project "Ye" recording.
and by the Nova Khvylia Organization.
Originally all nine compositions were
scheduled to be performed live at a con
cert slated for the afternoon of Easter
Sunday 1995. Unfortunately, sufficient
funds were not available, and the show
did not take place.

Nonetheless, the project remains a
stamp representing the creative scene of
1990s Lviv and has managed to com
plete a 70-year circle of Ukrainian cultur
al growth in the face of resistance. In this
light, Project "Is" truly manages to
immotally "be."

CBC-TV to air one-hour holiday special featuring Shumka Dancers
by Christopher Guly
OTTAWA - They have come "as close to institution
al status in the arts as it gets," wrote Alan Kellogg of the
Edmonton Journal. They are "taking a pioneering role in
creating the first truly Canadian dance form," added
Graham Hicks of the Edmonton Sun.
By all accounts, Edmonton's Ukrainian Shumka
Dancers have become the ethnic equivalent to Canada's
prestigious Royal Winnipeg Ballet: diversified, imagina
tive and leading edge.
On December 28, Canadians will be able to witness
their artistic gifts when the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation's (CBC's) English television network airs a
one-hour holiday special (7 p.m.), featuring an excerpt
from Shumka's 1995 11-city Canadian tour,
"Absolutely...Shumka."
Called "Katrusia," the performance features the com
pany's 50 dancers in a feminist story about a black
smith's daughter who helps save her people from the
Tatars. Kathy Kowalishin plays Katrusia.
CBC-TV will air two more 60-minute specials in
1996 that will cover the balance of Shumka's 1995 con

cert program: "Cycles of the Sun," which will highlight
some of the seasonal customs and rituals of Ukrainian
culture; and the pre-Christian folkloric production,
"Night of Perun."
"One of the whole purposes of Shumka's mandate
has been to take our art form, that was once considered
ethnic folk dance, and evolve it so that it expresses
Canadian ideals," explained Michael Sulyma, a former
Shumka dancer who produced the dance troupe's TV
special.
Despite the presence of the familiar "Hopak" in their
repertoire, for instance, Shumka uniquely extends its per
formances into storytelling. In that sense, they are more
the exception than the norm. But, as Mr. Sulyma pointed
out, the 36-year-old Edmonton-based dance company also
incorporates aspects of modern dance and classical ballet
that make Shumka a curious amalgamation of North
American (Canadian) and Ukrainian elements.
"Shumka is still a Ukrainian dance group, but, at the
same time, illustrates a certain style unique to it," he
explained.
Audiences in Ukraine and Russia witnessed that
dance hybrid first hand in 1990 with the "Return of the

Shumka dancers in concert.

Whirlwind" show, broadcast on CBC-TV. Mr. Sulyma
said he expects Shumka to cross the Atlantic in the nottoo-distant future to repeat the experience.
In 1995, Canadian audiences, including new fans in
Quebec City and Ottawa, also saw Shumka's magic.
In addition to its artistic style, Shumka's success is
also based on its acumen for collaboration. With its
1995 tour, the company called on two guest choreogra
phers - Canadian Brian Webb and the Kyiv Ballet's
artistic director, Viktor Litvinov - to join its own artistic
director, John Pichlyk. Shumka also commissioned
Kyivan classical composer, Yuri Shevchenko, who
enlisted the services of the 52-piece Kyiv City
Symphony to record the score.
Still, being the singular darling of an artistic medium
comes with its price. Filming "Katrusia" posed a formi
dable challenge for the CBC crew and the dancers alike,
said Mr. Sulyma. Shumka spent two days shooting spe
cial segments in Edmonton, sans audience.
"We had a camera on a crane shooting one of the
dancers leaping from above," he says. "Yeah, it was
intrusive."
But for Ukrainian Canadians, a necessary intrusion.
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Ukraine signs...

YEVSHAN

Planning a trip to

(Continued from page 1)
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UKRAINE?

discs - Videos - Language tapes & Dictionaries - Computer
fonts for PC & MAC - Imported Icons - Ukrainian Stationery
- Cookbooks - Food parcels to Ukraine

Personalized
Travel Service at
Reasonable Rates

Call for a free catalog

1-800-265-9858
VISA - MASTERCARD - AMEX ACCEPTED
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At the 1995 G-7 summit in Halifax,
leaders of the world's top industrialized
countries hailed President Leonid
Kuchma's decision to close the Chornobyl
nuclear power plant within five years. In a
communique that followed the three-day
meeting, the G-7 leaders said: "We reaffirm the commitments of support made last
year at Naples under the G-7 Action Plan
for U k r a i n e ' s energy sector. We are
pleased to note the commitment of bilateral
resources for short-term safety upgrades
and preliminary decommissioning work for
the closure of Chornobyl."
Last year, following President Kuchma's
state visit to Canada, Prime Minister Jean
Chretien's government gave Ukraine $3.3
million (about $2.3 million in U.S. dollars)
to finance a three-tiered nuclear fuel management project managed by Ontario Hydro
International Inc. of Toronto. This involved
transferring Canada's high-density concrete
canister technology for the short-term storage of used nuclear fuel to power plants at
Chornobyl and Rivne in northwestern
Ukraine.
In 1986, Chornobyl went down in history as the site of the w o r l d ' s worst
nuclear accident. Radioactive waste continues to leak from the ruins of one reactor unit. Other units continue to provide
Ukraine with about 5 percent of its electric power.
Mr. Kostenko told a news conference
that 15 other Chornobyl-type (RBMK)
nuclear power stations in Russia and
other former Soviet republics remain a
threat to people living in the area and
should be closed.

But some observers worry Ukraine may
not fulfill its pledge to close Chornobyl.
They cite the two years it took Ukraine's
Parliament to ratify the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty after some politicians
waited for more U.S. money to dismantle
Ukraine's nuclear arsenal.
Greenpeace argues that the two new
nuclear power plants being built in Ukraine
are of Soviet-era design - and still unsafe.
Furthermore, they suggest Ukraine should
be looking to conserve energy rather than
constructing nuclear power stations.
The global environmental watchdog
estimates Ukrainian industries use eight
to 10 times more energy per unit of output than Western European countries.
However, some Canadian businesses
are already trying to help Ukraine find
alternative sources of energy.
Uk-Ran Oil Corp. is leading a project to
kick-start 160 oil wells in Leliakiv, situated
about 60 miles east of Kyiv. Over the past
two decades, oil exploration from the region
has dropped by 110 wells. Through UkRan's project, Ukraine could cut its oil .
imports, which currently stand at 90 percent
of oil consumption in Ukraine.
Meanwhile, Calgary-based Tenerex, in
partnership with Britain's JPX, is pumping
10 million cubic feet of gas and 3,000 barrels of oil daily from the Poltava region.
And, Toronto-based Northland Power is
working on a heat-and-power project for
the Kyiv suburb, Darnytsia, which would
involve modernizing the existing, 50-yearold plant in the region and installing new
Canadian-made generators and boilers.
The Ottawa agreement is not considered binding on Ukraine, and Minister
Kostenko said the Ukrainian government
would continue to pursue further financial assistance.

A.CH0RNY
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! Packages and Services to Ukraine
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May the peace...
(Continued from page 6)
Christian flock to unity and harmony, in
accordance with the teaching of Christ,
who confirmed this teaching with His
Blood... Although we perseveringly
beseeched God for this unity, we still did
not concern ourselves about the time and
manner when this unity would be
achieved among us." And they humbly
acknowledge, "Realizing that we have
neglected this matter (unity), we resolved,
eventually, with God's help, to advance
it, so that we might, as once before, with
one voice and heart adore and worship
the majesty of the Triune God, Father,
Son and Holy Spirit, together with our
brothers in the faith of Rome, remaining
under the care of the one visible Pastor of
God's Church, to whom always belongs
primacy." (See the statement of the bish
ops, A. Welykyj. From "The Chronicles
of Christian Ukraine," Rome 1971, v.IV,
pp. 37-39.)
Such an affirmation clearly directs us to
understand that the main and essential pur
pose of the Brest renewal of unity was not
any political, national or material aspira
tions'of our bishops, but of divine inspira
tion, with purely religious initiatives, based
on the truth of our holy faith, that they, and
we with them, publicly profess.
Let us thank the Lord God sincerely
for this wonderful gift of renewal of
unity of our Church, granted us 400 years
ago on the occasion of the Brest renewal
of Church unity. In the course of this
jubilee year, let us strive to renew and
strengthen our faith in the unity of
Christ's Church, that we confess our
faith in "one, holy, catholic and apostolic

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1995

Church" with conviction and sincerity,
and be willing, as did martyrs and con
fessors in our own time, to suffer even
death for it.
Let us pray then most sincerely, as did
our great Josaphat, martyr and saint,
repeating the words of Christ, "Father,
that all may be one." Let us pray daily
for this unity of all Christians, especially,
for all Ukrainians, in the inspired words
of our hymn, "In unity lies the strength
of a nation. God, grant us this unity." Let
us not begrudge to devote our efforts and
talents to preserve and disseminate this
"unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace"
among our people.
May the peace of G o d , which
descended upon earth through the com
ing of the Son of God this blessed night,
protect you and your families. May this
peace bring to our entire Ukrainian
nation this unity of the holy faith, a unity
that our ancestors received from St.
Vladimir the Great, baptizer of Ukraine,
and which our hierarchs, inspired by the
Holy Spirit, solemnly renewed 400 years
ago in the Synod of Brest.
As I greet you on this joyful Feast of
the Nativity of Christ, I assure you of my
most sincere wishes for an abundance of
G o d ' s graces and the blessings of the
Christ Child. May these Christmas holydays be truly joyful and blessed for you
and for all your loved ones.
Christ is born! - Let us glorify Him!"
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Introducing Grandma's Mac!
Have a Macintosh Performa delivered to a relative in Ukraine!

$2995*

1

DeliverediUkraine.

Performa 5200CD ivith
Ukrainian software,
modem and 1-у ear
internet connection in
Ukraine.

Includes in-home set-up
and two hours of e-mail
and net surfing lessons for
Grandma!

D„

#0 you have relatives back in Ukraine you'd like to keep in touch with?
Now you can with our new Grandma's Mac™ internet connection from
Apple in Ukraine. Here's how it works: You pay $2995 in US$ and a brand
new Mac Performa 5200 computer with a modem and pre-paid 1-year
internet service (for sending e-mail) will be delivered and set up in your
relative's home anywhere in Ukraine, as soon as the next day! Well spend
two hours with Grandma teaching her how to "surf the net" and stay with
her until she sends herfirstsuccessful e-mail back to you! Grandma's Mac™
comes with Ukrainian ClarisWorks software which includes Ukrainian word
processing, spellchecking, data base, graphics and spreadsheet applications
- and of course, fully Ukrainian manuals. Grandma must already have a
phone line. We take care of the rest!
For more info on Ukrainian Macintosh products, call Toll-Free:

l-800-MAC-UKRAINE

f Stephen - Metropolitan
f Walter - Auxiliary Bishop

To order a Grandma's Mac, send check or money order in U.S. $ to:
Apple Ukraine, PO Box 460, Brockton, MA 02403-0460, USA
Make sure to include contact informationforyour relative in Ukraine.

Given in Philadelphia at the Cathedral
Church of the Immaculate Conception of
the Most Holy Mother of God on the 6th
day of the month of December in the Year
of the Lord 1995.

Apple Ukraine
http://www.actwm.com/MacUkrame • e-mail: ua.consult@applelink.apple.com

СОЮЗІЄКА • SOYUZIVKA
Ukrainian National Association Estate
Foordmore Road
914-626-5641

Kerhonksoa New York 12446
FAX 914-626-4638

V.I.M. - P a r c e l Express Inc.

PYSANKA

2 Ю О Bloor St. W e s t Suite 6 A ,
Toronto, Ont. M6S 4Y7
tel. ( 4 1 6 ) 6 0 4 - 8 3 1 1
fax (4161 604-1422

DELIVERY
FRIDAY EVENING DECEMBER 29, 1995 THE PARTY BEGINS: LVIVYANY PLAY IN
THE MAINHOUSE LOBBY WHILE LATER ON ...
THE MORE ADVENTUROUS CAN KARAOKE IN THE TREMBITA LOUNGE
SATURDAY EVENING DECEMBER 30,1995 THE PARTY CONTINUES ON ...
10 P.M. ZABAVA WITH **** FATA MORGANA ****
$10.00 PER PERSON AT THE DOOR
SUNDAY, DECEMBER J/, 1995-NEW YEAR'S EVE
ADVANCED RESERVATION ONLY!!!
FORMAL BLACK TIE AFFAIR
NEW YEARS EVE INCLUDES:
COCKTAILS 6 P.M.-730 P.M.
DINNER AND DANCE FEATURING TEMPO
"CHAMPAGNE ALL NIGHT**
$50.00 PER PERSON MUST BE PREPAID IN FULL!
ZABAVA ONLY $10.00 PER PERSON AT THE DOOR AFTER II P.M.

parcels with new and used clothes, dollars
and commercial cargo

to UKRAINE, BELARUSSIA, RUSSIA', BALTIC STATES
Ottr
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Kalyna International
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H A R T F O R D , CT
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(203) 232-6600

PITTSBURGH, PA
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SYRACUSE, NV
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BUFFALO, NY
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776-7766

(908) 390-0244
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
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(716) 675-7666

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY

tel. (914) 762-6514
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CLEVELAND, OH

tel.

tel. (216) 572-5970

(305) 532-9686

ROCHESTER, NY

tel.
ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE RATE: 2 NIGHT STAY: $200 PER PERSON STANDARD HOOfAS:
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C H I C A G O , IL
American Travel A g e n c y

(716) 544-1660

PHILADELPHIA, PA

tel.

(215) 335-2039

MILLVILLE, NJ
BUT IF YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR ARRIVE EARLY PLAN (FRIDAY) PAY ONLY AN

tel.

(609) 825-7665

EXTRA $25.00 PER PERSON
PACKAGE RATES INCLUDE: LODGING (DOUBLE OCCUPANCY), MEALS,
EACH EVENINGS FESTIVITIES, TAXES AND GRATUITIES.

WE DELIVER. WE GUARANTEE.
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СОЮЗІВКА • SOYUZIVKA
Ukrainian National Association Estate
Foordmore Road
914-62M641

Kerhonksoa New York 12446
FAX 914-626-4638

DON'T BE A BEAR AND HIBERNATE
COME ENVOY SOYUZIVKA AND OUR SNOW.
WINTER FUN AVAILABLE AT AND AROUND
OUR BEAUTIFUL ESTATE .'.'

IF YOU WANT TO VHWIND. COME AND EN/ОУ THE
SCENERY AND RELAX QUIETLY ВУ THE FIREPLACE.
EN/ОУ OUR BED AND BREAKFAST RATES
і 6 0 PER COUPLE STANDARD ROOMS
$ 7 0 PER COUPLE DELUXE ROOMS

TO ALL UNA MEMBERS:
Kindly be reminded that your dues (premiums) for insurance coverage are
payable on the first day of the month, and not at the end, as some assume.
By paying promptly to your Branch Secretary, you will help him/her remit the
monthly collection to the Home Office in a timely fashion.
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Bohdan Hawrylyshyn...

ple from Ukraine. In April 1990, he came
to Kyiv and we launched the foundation.

(Continued from page 3)
Also, they had to be prepared to stay for a
while, first to learn how to function in
Ukraine and then to have a lasting impact.
Most of the people are from Ukraine.
They know the situation better, their educa
tion level is very high. If one combines
some of the skills that exist in the West
with the intellectual potential of the people
in Ukraine, then one gets very good results.
I believe very strongly in that combi
nation. The ultimate purpose is that all
the work should be done by the people of
Ukraine. That is, at any rate, the ultimate
purpose of any activity that I am
involved in. If one has skills and knowl
edge from the outside world, one should
gradually pass it on and then step back. If
people in Ukraine want some further
advice or help they will ask for it.

There are very few who say that the
work of the Soros Foundation is not
needed in Ukraine, but some do say that
it is a will that is being put upon the peo
ple of Ukraine without them having the
choice as to how to implement change.

Yes, the reactions against George Soros
have been very strong, curiously enough, in
the country of his origin, in Hungary. It is
also very strong in Russia, where many say
that it is just another Zionist plot. He had a
lot of difficulties with that foundation, had
to fire a lot of people there; much money
was stolen. Such things have not happened
in Ukraine.
I think that there are several reasons.
First, our elite, in spite of different political
inclinations, adopted in 1989-1990 a very
liberal policy towards other nationalities in
Ukraine — Jews, Russians, whoever.
How did you get involved with the Secondly, from the beginning, for the first
International Renaissance Foundation; two years, the foundation was called the
how did you get involved with George Ukrainian-American Renaissance Founda
tion, not the Soros Foundation. The foun
Soros?
dation was run totally by Ukrainians, with
Mr. Soros was invited to the annual a couple of people from the diaspora, but
meeting of the Club of Rome, of which I not foreigners, as was the case in some
am a member. We met in Hanover, other countries.
Germany, in 1989. We had a good, open
The board of directors consisted of
discussion, even a tough discussion, about personalities who had the trust of the
political philosophy, Eastern Europe, people. All of the above contributed to
Ukraine, about nationalism and anti- the legitimacy of the IRF and made it
Semitism, etc.. We developed a relationship less suspect. There have been a few arti
of confidence. He said, "Maybe I should do cles in the Communist papers because
something in Ukraine." At that time he they are against whatever comes from the
wanted to create a branch of his Russian Western world. Ours is one of the suc
foundation in Ukraine. I said that it certainly cess stories, as Mr. Soros stated publicly.
would not do, while Ukraine was not yet
Not everybody is thrilled with the what
independent it was moving toward it, hence we do and how we do it, but there is no
a separate foundation should be created.
suspicion about the motives. The founda
Ivan Dzyuba had also paid Mr. Soros a tion is there to help Ukraine transform itself
visit in New York with Volodymyr into a politically free, economically viable
Savaliev. He thus met another two peo open society and an independent country.

HOME OFFICE OF UNA.

VALUT VODKA
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HERITAGE VILLAGE PHARMACY
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Southbury, Ct. 06488
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FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE AND AVAILABILITY
UKRAINIAN-SPEAKING PHARMACIST-CONSULTANT
Place your free telephone call to:
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Ukrainian American...
(Continued from page 10)
of telefaxed instructions, not merely the
UCCA branches nationwide but the prin
cipal Ukrainian American activists and
organizations throughout the U.S. regard
less of their alignment, enabling all to act
quickly and in concert on issues affecting
the c o m m u n i t y ' s common interests.
(Examples are the launch quota issue, the
earmark of foreign aid, NATO member
ship for Ukraine and the U.S. military's
peacekeeping role in Bosnia.) Those wish
ing to receive these "Congressional
Alerts" should contact Ms. Kunasz or Mr.
Chornodolsky at (202) 547-0018.
The Ukrainian Embassy in Washington
is, in the words of Embassy staffer
Jaroslaw Voitko, "in constant touch with
UNIS," as are the staffs of Ukraine's prin
cipal supporters in Congress, both
Republican and Democrat.
White House National Security Advisor
Anthony Lake on November 8 wrote
UCCA President Askold Lozynskyj in
response to the latter's urging of a ClintonKuchma meeting as spokesman for the
nation's 1.5 million Ukrainian Americans:
"The administration appreciates the con
structive advice ... we have received from
the Ukrainian American community. We
look forward to continued collaboration as
we work together to ensure an indepen
dent, prosperous and sovereign Ukraine."
What the UNIS presence in Washington
says to me is this: The power of a unified
voice for the Ukrainian American commu
nity is possible, indeed, the community
may have gone in the right direction. And
Ukrainian Americans now have the poten
tial, through community-wide support of
UNIS, to be the equal in influence and
stature to any established, organized ethnic
community in the nation.

Library of Congress...
(Continued from page 10)
tive strategy in Ukraine.
Some events have been co-sponsored
with the Polish and Russian language
tables. Andrzej Kaminski, Georgetown
University, offered a historical perspective
on "Ukraine between Russia and Poland,"
while Paula Dobriansky discussed the cur
rent state of Ukrainian-Polish relations.
Igor Torbakov, Kennan Institute and the
Russian Academy of Sciences, provided
the historical background to current
Ukrainian-Russian relations in terms of
the negotiations of 1918 regarding the
Black Sea Fleet and the Crimea.
In addition to the above, Ukrainian
topics have often come up in the pro
grams of other tables as well. For exam
ple, the Hungarian Table hosted Stepan
Neverkla of Uzhhorod, who reported on
the Hungarian minority in Ukraine.
Every fall the language tables prepare
foods characteristic of their culture to be
shared by members of the other tables at an
international buffet. Last fall the richly dec
orated Ukrainian table was given honorable
mention as an "island of culture" and fea
tured in a photograph in Insights, the LCPA
newsletter. It was cited again this fall.
The Ukrainian Language Table pub
lishes its own biweekly bulletin via email, which is mailed to regular mem
bers and those outside the Library of
Congress who wish to keep in touch.
Those interested in receiving news
about the programs of the Ukrainian
Table and Ukrainian-related events in
Washington, or those planning to visit
Washington and interested in joining the
group at lunchtime, should send an email note to: dobczans@mail.loc.gov.
Jurij Dobczansky is the Ukrainian
Language Table coordinator and vicepresident of the Library of Congress
Professional Association.
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state bodies that could supervise the intro
duction of a market economy based on the
monetarist model, as in Eastern Europe.
The government program of creating a
state securities market, the key element for
minimizing the inflationary effect of the
budget deficit, was never implemented.
Ukraine postponed indefinitely the intro
duction of its own stable currency, the
hryvnia, which is the key element in finan
cial stabilization. The value of the interim
national currency, the karbovanets, fell last
August by 35 percent (from 150,000 to
220,000 to the U.S. dollar). The privatiza
tion program (8,000 medium- and largesize enterprises scheduled for 1995) came
out with only 129 enterprises of that kind
actually privatized by the summer of 1995.
This necessitated a "gradualization" of the
economic reform program.
Second, the October 1994 program has
received muted reaction from the public,
politicians and the media. Prevailing sen
timents supported a more gradual
approach to economic reform with the
preservation of state-guaranteed jobs, a
return to mostly state control in econom
ic policy, free health care and education.
Even those who said they support freemarket reforms believe that the govern
ment should guarantee them a job.
This suggests that citizens have little
comprehension of the personal responsi
bility inherent in a free-market system
and the necessity of painstaking labor to
improve their lives. Remarkably enough,
75.7 percent chose Western democracies,

including Japan, as models for Ukraine.
This shows a continuing legacy of the
old Soviet dream: to live like those in the
West while working under the socialist
system with strong state protection.
Third, the "correction" of economic
reform reflected a dramatic change in the
political landscape in Ukraine. The
October 1994 "radicalism" expressed the
post-election euphoria when it was neces
sary for President Kuchma and his "young
Turks" to legitimize their unexpected elec
tion victory in the eyes of the electorate
and, more importantly, in the eyes of
potential donor countries and international
financial institutions. Neither the IMF nor
the WB would have granted money for the
implementation of a program that was not
based on their recommendations. The con
servative elements of the Ukrainian body
politic headed by then Prime Minister
Vitaliy Masol had been effectively margin
alized and did not influence political deci
sion-making.
The situation dramatically changed after
March, when Mr. Masol was forced to
resign and Mr. Marchuk, former head of the
Security Service of Ukraine, was appointed
acting prime minister. Mr. Marchuk's
ascension to the political Olympus in
Ukraine signified the increasing influence
of conservative elements of Ukrainian hitech industry, represented mostly by the
captains of the military-industrial complex,
major state-controlled banks and semi-pri
vate commercial structures.
What followed was the marginalization
of the "young Turks" (Pynzenyk,
Halchynsky, Yushchenko, Shpek), who
(Continued on page 17)
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Ukraine's leaders react...
(Continued from page 1)
"Nothing terrible or unforeseen has
happened," he added, reporting that he
had spoken via telephone to Mr. Yeltsin,
who seemed relaxed and in good spirits.
Both men expressed satisfaction with
the recent progress in Ukrainian-Russian
relations, including meetings between
high-level officials of both governments,
and said they looked forward to a trilater
al meeting between the defense ministers
of the United States, Ukraine and Russia
in Pervomaiske, the base of the 43rd
Rocket Division, on January 5.
President Kuchma said Ukraine should
learn a lesson from its northern neighbor's
parliamentary results. "There we see that
leftists are the best-organized. And in
Ukraine these forces also are well orga
nized, while others have disagreements,"
he added, referring to democrats who have
not been able to unite in the last four years.
"We must cast aside all squabbles for
the cause of state-building," he said.
Rukh leader Vyacheslav Chornovil
also stressed that the Communist forces
are the most organized, using the struc
tures of the former Communist Party of
the USSR to promote their platform.
Serhiy Sobolev, leader of the Reforms
faction in the Ukrainian Parliament, told the
parliamentary newspaper Holos Ukrainy
(Voice of Ukraine) that what does worry
him is the possibility of the Communists
and Liberal Democrats uniting on a plat
form of Russian imperial chauvinism.
Socialist Party leader and Parliament
Chairman Oleksander Moroz was
restrained in his comments, saying that the
Russian parliamentary elections will not
have a major impact on relations between
the two countries. However, he did under
score the fact that the sentiments of people
of the former Warsaw Pact countries are
shifting toward left-wing political forces, as
Communists and Socialists have recently
scored big in Poland and Russia.
Yevhen S u p r u n i u k , the C r i m e a n
Parliament speaker, told Interfax-Ukraine
he hoped the new State Duma would dis

play a "balanced and thoughtful policy
toward the Crimean problem."
"The outcome of the elections to the
Russian State Duma should send a serious
warning to those who call for reforms, but
fail to do everything to ensure their imple
mentation," he stated.
"The parliamentary elections in Russia
are fresh proof of how disastrous the path
of reforms is," said Ukraine's Communist
Party leader Petro Symonenko, adding that
Russian voters expressed support for the
Communist Party because it "mirrors the
interests of the majority of Russia's citi
zens, and also because the Communist
Party of the Russian Federation is made up
of candidates who are well-known from the
days of the Soviet Union as able organiz
ers, industrial managers and politicians,
and who are honest and consistent people
guided by firm principles."
Mr. Sobolev told Holos Ukrainy the
Duma elections "should not be taken too
seriously," since the Russian president has
done everything in his power to remove
the Parliament from taking part in an
active political life." Mr. Sobolev noted
that it is Russia's presidential elections in
June that have to be watched carefully.
Russian voters in Ukraine
About 13,500 Russian citizens voted
for Duma candidates in Ukraine, reported
Interfax-Ukraine. They went to polling
places set up in Ukrainian cities that have
Russian consular offices. These include
Kyiv, Odessa, Kharkiv, Lviv, Symferopil
and Sevastopil.
According to Vladimir Spandarian of
the Russian Embassy in Kyiv, about
20,000 people had been expected to vote.
In 19 polling stations in Sevastopil, still
the home of the Black Sea Fleet, Russian
citizens - mostly pensioners and sailors voted as follows: Za Rodinu (For the
Homeland), 23 percent; the Congress of
Russian Commmiities, 13 percent; the
Liberal Democratic Party, 11 percent; the
Communist Party, 7 percent; Our Home is
Russia, 5 percent; Yabloko, 2 percent; and
Democratic Choice of Russia - United
Democrats, 1 percent.
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Ethnic economics...
(Continued from page 16)
were forced either to accept a retreat from
the liberal-Western models of economic
change and the loss of their political stand
ing (Pynzenyk), or, like Viktor Yushchenko, face resignation from the post of head of
the National Bank in the aftermath of the
August downfall of the karbovanets. One
can assume then, that the "Ukrainian
model" is the result of a forced compromise
between the pro-market liberal-minded
members of the initial Kuchma team and
the conservative and pragmatic proponents
of "stabilization" backed by Mr. Marchuk.
The features of the "Ukrainian model"
are:
1) the introduction of a "state-regulated
socially reoriented market economy"
instead of the monetarist model, and rejec
tion of the Western economic model;
2) establishment of a market-led, mixed
economy with various forms of owner
ship, which will create equal conditions
for all forms of ownership — state, private
and collective;
3) structural division of the state sector
into two main subgroups — government
enterprises and state joint-stock compa
nies — in which the state will possess 51
percent of shares;
4) preservation of the monopoly status
of huge state enterprises as a national
achievement that should be protected by
the government;
5) institution of state control over
price formation, which will be exercised
using economic levers.
Is the "Ukrainian model" possible?
Thus, Ukraine drastically changes the
ideology rather than the implementation of
its economic reform. In practice, Ukraine
never diminished the role of the state (or
the state sector) in economic development.
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Ambassador...

ALEX HOLUB
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International Skating Center in Simsbury,
Conn., where Ukrainian Olympic champi
ons Oksana Baiul and Viktor Petrenko are
in training. Although Ms. Baiul and Mr.
Petrenko were away at a competition, Dr.
Shcherbak was met by the center's direc
tor, Bob Fish, and public relations director,
Jay Schultz, who noted that aside from
President Bill Clinton, Dr. Shcherbak was
the highest-ranking international dignitary
to visit the highly successful program.
Traveling together with his wife, Maria,
and the Embassy's first secretary, Yaroslav
Voitko, Ambassador Shcherbak took time
out to tour the home of author Mark
Twain, who is perhaps the most popular
American writer among Ukrainians.
Following the PACE awards presenta
tion at the Quaker Meeting House,
Ambassador Shcherbak also met with
members of the Ukrainian community
and the local chapter of the Children of
Chornobyl Relief Fund, which has been
among the most active in the country.
Since 1990, the Greater Hartford

Ukrainian National Association
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Certificate terminated
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MARTHA LYSKO
Secretary

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
INCOME FOR SEPTEMBER 1995
Dues From Members
Annuity Premiums From Members
Income From "Svoboda" Operation
Investment Income:
Banks
Bonds
Certificate Loans
Mortgage Loans
Real Estate
Short Term Investments
Stocks

116,885.80
710.46
316,248.42
2,52225
43,707.47
257,168.89
2,559.83
127
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Refunds:
Death Benefits
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums
Investment Expense
Official Publication "Svoboda"
Operating Expenses Washington Office
Printing & Stationery
Rent
Reward To Organizers
Reward To Special Organizer
Taxes Federal, State & City On Employee Wages
Total
Miscellaneous:
Donations To Fraternal Fund .
Donations To Fund For The Rebirth Of Ukraine
Exchange Account-UNURC
Sale Of "Ukrainian Encyclopaedia"
TransferAccount
Total
Investments:
Bonds Matured Or Sold
Certificate Loans Repaid
Mortgages Repaid
Short Term Investments Sold
Total
Income For September, 1995

600.00
22,634.57
100.00
60,000.00
1,445.56
142.00
243.14
22.12
70.00
20,612.05

275.00
5,028.79
430,973.57
790.00

$
$
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$

879,646.34
8,795.29
3,782.02
26,820.61
200,000.00
239,397.92
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Paid To Or For Members:
Annuity Benefits And Partial Withdrawals ~
Cash Surrenders
Death Benefits
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Dues And Annuity Premiums From MemEters Returned
Endowments Matured
>^
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Indigent Benefits Disbursed
Interest On Death Benefits
Payor Death Benefits
Scholarships
.
Total
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_

$
$
$

General Expenses:
Actuarial And Statistical Expenses
Bank Charges
Bank Charges For Custodian Account
Books And Periodicals
General Office Maintenance
Insurance Department Fees
Postage
Printing and Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And Services
Telephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses-General
TStaT

Total

74,812,722.95

17,941.26
17,470.56
64,498.61
31,382.13
131,29Z56

21,771.20
430,973.57
311.87
9,437.50
, 2,571.82
44231528
633.57
499.00
908,513.81

Investments:
Certificate Loans
Mortgages
Real Estate
Short Term Investments
Stock
Total
Disbursements For September, 1995"

104,551.04
10,927,530.25

1,504.09
1,299.35
223.22
335.75
820.55
У 1.127.11
1,579.52
553,537.65

5,544.00
1,282.48
730.42
175.00
1,620.16
49.50
5,276.23
9,166.46
3,554.57
4,874.87
94122
ЗЗЦ491

Miscellaneous:
Donation From Fund For The Rebirth Of Ukraine
Exchange Account-UNURC
Expenses Of Annual Sessions
Professional Fees
Rent
TransferAccount
Ukrainian Publications
Youth Sports Activities
ToteT

4,025.45
81,000.00
18,305.40
179,041.04
4,781.28
287,153.17

4,277,065.34

LIABILITIES
Life Insurance

3,293,542.19

Accidental D.D.

714,681.36
1,799,997.82

1.00
55,000.00
1,200.00
96.95
35.30
1,900.00
183,77410

129,600.71
7,475.72
71,902.34

Payroll, Insurance And Taxes;
Employee Benefit Plan
Salaries Of Executive Officers
Salaries Of Office Employees
Taxes-Federal, State And City On Employee Waqes
Total

ASSETS
Cash
Short Term
Investments
Bonds
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loan
Real Estate
Printing Plant &E.D.P.
Equipment
Stocks
Loan to D.H.-U.N.A
Housing Corp.
Loan To U.N.U.R.C.

Two more deputies...

$

Operating Expenses:
Real Estate
Svoboda Operation
Washington Office
Official Publication-Svoboda
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising
Commissions And Overrides On Universal Life
Field Conferences
Medical Inspections
Reward To Organizers
Reward To Special Organizers
Traveling Expenses-Special Organizers
Total

Committee for Aid to Ukraine and the
Hartford CCRF chapter have raised nearly
$100,000 for the Chornobyl relief effort,
and hosted one of the fund's most success
ful airlifts to Ukraine, the March 1991 ship
ment staged from Bradley International
Airport in Windsor Locks, Conn.
The Hartford Ukrainian community has
worked closely with PACE to promote
greater awareness of the continuing impact
of Chornobyl and to expand public support
for CCRF's humanitarian mission. Through
concerts and forums, CCRF and PACE
have generated dozens of favorable news
articles in the Southern New England press
(including the Boston Globe, the New
Haven Register, the Providence Journal and
the Springfield Union News), drawing
attention to the need for medical aid and
environmental protection in Ukraine.
On December 22, PACE was to host a
special Christmas benefit concert in
Canton, Conn., to benefit CCRF and to
build awareness of the 1996 campaign
marking the 10th anniversary of the
Chornobyl accident.
For more information on the 10th
anniversary campaign, readers are urged
to contact Tania Sawa at the Children of
Chornobyl Fond, (201) 376-5140, or
Larysa Chopivsky, The Washington
Group Cultural Fund, (202) 363-3964.
Anyone interested in learning more
about PACE and its program to develop
safe energy alternatives in the United
States and abroad is urged to contact Ms.
Friedman, (203) 693-4813.

Fraternal
Orphans
Old Age Home
Emergency

ALEXANDER BLAHITKA
Treasurer

(Continued from page 1)
percent of the vote: he ran against another
independent, 28-year-old Nestor Shufrych.
The other winner was Serhiy
Mayboroda, a 36-year-old Communist
Party member, chairman of the
Mykolayiv Oblast Youth Association.
He ran in Mykolayiv against Maksym
Vynohradsky, a 46-year-old lawyer and
the head of the oblast's Internal Affairs
Department, who was registered as an
independent candidate. Mr. Mayboroda
received 656 percent of the vote.
Both these races were run-offs from
the December 10 elections, where only
seven candidates won seats in the first
round of voting. Of the 45 races held on
December 10, 11 were scheduled to have
run-offs, anytime in the next two weeks,
but by December 24.
Nine run-offs are to be held on
December 24; in the other 27 races, voter
turn-out was below 50 percent and the
entire process must start all over again.
The Central Electoral Commission has
not yet set a date for new elections.

Newsbriefs
(Continued from page 2)
Romanian minister on Ukraine, Bosnia
BUCHAREST — Returning from
London, where he participated in the inter
national conference on the Dayton agree
ment, Foreign Minister Teodor Melescanu
told Radio Bucharest on December 9 that
he and Ukrainian Minister of Foreign
Affairs Hennadiy Udovenko have decided
to prepare a summit meeting between the
two countries' prime ministers to discuss
"steps that may be conducive to the conclu
sion of the bilateral treaty" between the two
countries. Mr. Melescanu added that
Romania has expressed its readiness to con
tribute to the NATO peacekeeping force
with non-combat units. NATO's secretarygeneral approved his proposal and details
are to be worked out soon, he said. Mr.
Melescanu also noted that Romania wanted
to contribute to the group of experts that
will oversee the implementation of the
human rights provisions of the Dayton
agreements. (OMRI Daily Digest)
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PARCELS

Hand to
hand
delivery

air parcels
1-4 weeks
sea parcels
4-8 weeks

Head Office:
97 Six Point Road,Toronto,ON M8Z 2X3
Tel.: <4") 236-2032
Fax: (416) 236-2110

Express delivery

For pick up from your home
call 1-800-361-7345

24-48 hours

FREIGHT FORWARDING
Air & Ocean Shipments
of Commercial
& Industrial Goods,
Humanitarian Aid,
Personal Effects & Autos

We pick up containers
from any port in Europe
& deliver
to any destination
in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus

Excellent rates on less than container load shipments

We deliver to Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Russia and Baltic States

f OOD PARCELS
We offer more than 100 different products
from our catalogue and guarantee
high quality and prompt delivery of parcels.

Parcel 16
Flour
11.0 lbs
Rice
11.0 lbs
Sugar
11.0 lbs
Buckweat
11.0 lbs
Cream of wheat 11.0 lbs
Oatmeal
11.0 lbs
Spaghetti
2.2 lbs
Oil
0.53 gal
2.2 lbs
Lard
1.32 lbs
Canned meat

Parcel 17
Flour
Sugar
Buckwheat
Rice
Oil
Lard
Smoked meat

Parcel 18
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
gal
lbs
lbs

Flour
110.0 lbs
Sugar
33.0 lbs
Buckwheat
44.0 lbs
Rice
55.0 lbs
Cream of wheat 22.0 lbs
Oil
1.3 gal
Margarine
4.4 lbs
Smoked meat 11.0 lbs

240 11
PRICE

72 1b>
PRICE

55.0
55.0
55.0
55.0
1.3
2.2
4.4

The delivery time ranges from
one to three weeks
from the moment the order is received.

V$57.oa

Estern States Regional Office
Meest America
817 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Linden,New Jersey,07036
Tel.: (908) 925-5525
Fax: (908) 925-7898

0169.OQ
PRICE

Parcels can be composed of
single products in any quantity.
Call for you free catalogue today.

Parcel 19

Parcel 21

baking set

Christmas Special

Flour
44.0 lbs
22.0 lbs
Sugar
Margarine
4.4 lbs
Icing sugar
2.2 lbs
Oil
0.53 gal
Natural honey 2.2 lbs
2.2 lbs
Raisins
1.0 lbs
Cherry jam
Raspberry jam 1.0 lbs
Baking powder 6.4 oz
Vanilla Sugar
6.4 oz
3.5 oz
Flavours
^841Ь>
PRICE

To place an order, for more information
or to order our free cataloque call:

1-800-361-7345
or contact one of our agents in your area

Smoked meat
Salami
Natural honey
Strawberry jam
Butter
Cheese
Granulated tea
Ground coffee
Condensed milk
Tea biscuits

4.4
2.2 lbs
2.2 lbs
16.0 oz
1.1 lbs
11.0 oz
14.0 oz
1.1 lbs
1.76 oz
1.1 lbs
15 1b!

PRICE

l$55.0Q,

ЩХЮА
Central States Regional Office
Meest Karpaty
2236 West Chicago Avenue,
Chicago, IL, 60622
Tel.: (312) 489-9225
Fax: (312) 489-4203

20
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Sunday, December 31,1995
9 PM to 2 AM

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Sunday, December 31

2 E. 79th Street
New York, NY 10021
Swing Band • Open Bar • Hors d'oeuvres
$75 Members • $100 Non-Members • $125 at Door
Tickets may be obtained by sending a check payable to UIA
or by calling (212) 697-3064 or (914) 686-7978

10 by calling (315) 672-5361 or 468-2804.
Admission: dance and buffet, $12.50 per
person; students, $7; dance only, $5.

SILVER SPRING, Md.: St. Andrews
Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral and the
Ukrainian Association of Washington are
holding a New Year's Eve dance at St.
Andrew's parish hall, 15100 New
Hampshire Ave., with music by Luba &
My kola and their orchestra. There will be
a light buffet and cash bar. Tickets, which
will be sold at the door, are: $35, couples;
$20, singles; seniors, $15. For additional
information call (301) 770-6911.

ST. CATHARINES, Ont: The Ukrainian
Youth Association of St. Catharines is hold
ing a New Year's dance/malanka at the
Ukrainian Black Sea Hall, 455 Welland
Ave., featuring the Bukovyna Brass orches
tra. Cocktails are at 6 p.m., dinner at 6:30
p.m., with dancing at 8 p.m. Tickets: $25,
per person; $18, students. For reservations
call (905) 682-3044.

Saturday, January 6

Sunday, January 14

HARTFORD, Conn.: The board of direc
tors of the Ukrainian National Home invites
the public to a traditional Ukrainian
Christmas Eve Supper to be held at the
UNH, 961 Wethersfield Ave., at 7 p.m.
Seating is limited to 250 guests. Advance
purchase of tickets is recommended.
Tickets may be obtained at the UNH social
club or from members of the UNH board of
directors. Admission: $10, adults; $5, stu
dents; children up to age 6, free.

NEW YORK: The Dumka Ukrainian
Chorus of New York, under the direction of
Wasyl Hrechynskyj, will perform Ukrainian
Christmas carols at the following two venues:
St. George Ukrainian Catholic Church, 30 E.
Seventh St., at 1 p.m.; at St. Patrick's
Cathedral, Fifth Avenue and 51st Street, at 4
p.m.

Saturday, January 13
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HARTFORD, Conn.: The Organization for
the Defense of Four Freedoms of Ukraine,
the Women's Association of DFFU and the
Ukrainian Youth Association— (SUM-A)
invite the public to a Ukrainian New Year's
Eve Dance to be held at the Ukrainian
National Home, 961 Wethersfield Ave., at 9
p.m. Featured will be the Charivni Ochi
Orchestra. For tickets and table reservations
call Ulana Tomaszewsky, (860) 742- 6305,
or the SUM-A Cooperative, 296-6955.
Donation: adults, $20; $15, students.
Evening attire requested.
SYRACUSE, N.Y.: St. Luke's Ukrainian
parish is holding a New Year's Eve dance,
with music by Chervona Ruta. A hot buffet
dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m., followed
by dancing. The malanka will be held in the
parish hall, 3290 Warners Road. Table
reservations should be made before January

Sunday, January 21
NEW YORK: The Dumka Ukrainian
Chorus of New York will perform Ukrainian
Christmas carols at St. Wolodymyr
Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral, 160 W. 82nd
St., at noon.
ADVANCE NOTICE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.: The Ukrainian
Youth Association —- (SUM-A) is holding a
debutantes' ball at the Crowne Plaza Hotel,
with music by Fata Morgana. There will be a
cocktail hour at 6:30 p.m., followed by din
ner at 7:30 p.m., with dancing starting at 9
p.m. The presentation of the debutantes,
which will take place at 10 p.m., will be host
ed by Lida Mykytyn and Yaroslav Palylyk.
Reservations should be made by January 16
by calling (203) 262-6860; (MasterCard,
Visa, and Discover cards are accepted); or by
fax, (203) 264-6150. For directions and
room reservations call the hotel at (914) 6820050. Tickets: dinner and dance, $75; dance
only, $35. Evening attire.

VIDEO STRICKY Z UKRAJINY
KOLYADY * SHCHEDRIVKY
N O V O R I C H N A M A L A N K A - KY1V
P.TCHAIKOVSKY - T H E N U T C R A C K E R "
vykonuye THE KYIV BALLET COMPANY
N A R O D N I * POP PISNI I T A N C I
PAVLO VIRSKY-VERYOVKA-BANDURISTY
V1JSKOVYJ A N S A M B L
PROHOLOSHENYA NEZALEZHNOSTI UKRAJINY
PERSHA I TRETYA R1CHNYCYA
Exclusive representative of Ukraine for USA and Canada
Write or call for catalog

Apon Record Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 3082 L.I.C.NY11103
Tel 718 -721- 5599

SELF RELIANCE (NEWARK, NJ)
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
734 SANDFORO AVENUE, NEWARK, NJ 07106
Tel (201) 373-7839 • Fax (201) 373-8812
BUSINESS HOURS: Tu«. 4 Ffi. -1:00 PM to 8:00 PM • Wed. & Thun. - 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM
Sat. - 9:00to12:00 Noon (Closed Sal. - July & August) • Mon. - Closed

Your loan source?
I PersonalMELFRELIANCM Auto
Loans Щ NEWARK Щ Loans
Mortgages
Call t h e loan

Department

for D e t a i l s

ans - up to 100% financing; and auto refinancing. Mortgages for NJ Residents Only - 1 to 4 Family owner occupied.

did not feel it possible to answer accusa
tions... We have decided to quit in order
to stop this futile fight..."
(Continued from page 1)
Although thus far this has all been a
Supreme Council, at ministerial briefings
game of speculation in the press and no
and at diplomatic meetings - this at a
names are mentioned in the aides' state
time that such issues as the Russian elec
ment, politicians have begun offering
tions, the 1996 budget for Ukraine and
their opinions in the local media.
the Constitution should take top billing.
Natalia Vitrenko of the Socialist fac
Mr. Raziimkov, who headed the corps
tion in Parliament told Holos Ukrainy: "I
of aides and advisers in the administra
would explain Mr. R a z u m k o v ' s dis
tion, tendered his resignation on
missal by pointing to the exceptionally
December 15, stating that he was doing so
great amount of power controlled by
because of the "unhealthy political and
Dmytro Tabachnyk."
moral atmosphere in the presidential
Oleksander Lavrynovych of Rukh
administration, which, as we are con
vinced, is detrimental to both the head of played down the case and told the same
newspaper
that it could just be a case of
state and state interests on the whole."
President Kuchma, in accepting the resig aides who bit off more than they could
nation, dismissed Mr. Razumkov by chew and were not up to the job. But, he
added, this lack of stability does not bode
decree on December 18.
Just a few weeks a g o , Vadim well for the state.
Serhiy Sobolev of the Reforms faction
Hrechaninov, an aide in charge of military
issues, and Yuriy Havrylyn, an aide in said the resignations could be viewed as a
charge of national security, also were dis warning to the Ukrainian president that
people who want conflicts in the adminis
missed from their posts by the president.
Curiously, on December 19, Interfax- tration are gaining the upper hand.
Local newspapers such as Dzerkalo
Ukraine released an urgent bulletin quoting
President Kuchma as saying that "the Nedeli (Weekly Mirror), Ukraina Moloda
Ukrainian president and the prime minister (Young Ukraine), government newspapers
maintain normal working relations." This such as Uriadovyi Kuryer (Government
position was repeated publicly at a conceit Courier) and Kyiv tabloids, which have the
the next evening commemorating the 400th largest readership, have devoted ample
space to the topic, as have newscasts.
birthday of Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky.
Some pit President Kuchma against
In their statement printed in the parlia
Prime
Minister Yevhen Marchuk, while
mentary newspaper Holos Ukrainy (Voice
others
say that tensions are brewing
of Ukraine) the three former presidential
between Mr. Marchuk and National
advisers explained:
"It seemed to us that some persons Security Adviser Volodymyr Horbulin.
whom the president trusts should have Still others say the struggle is between
been brave enough to tell him about this President Kuchma's chief of staff, Mr.
situation [the influence of some of the Tabachnyk, and Mr. Marchuk's supporters.
President Kuchma has said that all this
president's men, which we consider dan
is a quasi-political game within the admin
gerous to society] ...
"...Intrigue surrounding the group of istration. But, as with ail games, only time
aides and advisers has been growing; we will tell who will emerge the victor.

Shake-up in Kuchma.-

